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PREFACE

Editor af the highly respected international journal >>Electronics<< and Dean of the Faculty
of Electrical Engineering Prof Dr. Branko Dokii honored nie and ut the same time, give me the responsible
duty by inviting me to present, as the guest-editor, the most interesting papers from the ldh iy*pki"i o"
Power Electronics - E:9!. This is a part of very succesfull collaboration b-etween Faculty of Electrical
Engineering in Bania Luka and Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad in several ji.elds and particulary
in, orguniilzqtion of two relsted international conferences - International Conference on Industrinl
Electronics - INDEL, organized by Faculty of Eleciricat Enghteering in Banja Liku anil Symposium on
Power Electronics - Ee, co-organized by Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad,

ldh Symposiam on Power Electronics - Ee'99 (Energetska elelctronika - Ee'99) was held
in Novi Sad from October 14-16, 1999. It wus co-organizad by Power-Electronic Society sited in Novi Sad,
Faculty of Technical Sciences - Institute for Power, Electronics and Communication Engineering from Novi
Sad, Institute "Nikola Tesla" from Belgrade and Novi Sad Fair. It was sponsored by Miiistry of Siience and
Technology of Republic of Serbin, Federal Ministry for Science, Devilopment aid Environment, Serbian
Academy of Science qnd Ad (SANa) and Institute of Electrical und Electronic Engineers (IEED-qA
Section.

The preparation and organization ofthe event was disrupteil by the unfortunate occurrences, which
strack my country during 1999 - NATO bombing and agreision, massivi distruction, communication
diffrculties, external sanctions, recession etc. Howeier, o tt-ng wilt, high spirit and inside strenght of my
collegues scientists, reseqrches and engineers and friends from-abroad enable succesful compteAtion if tie
symposium preparation and the symposium itself.

The symposium presented 82 papers from 18 institutions of 9 countries (U.4 Germany, Holland,
Canada, Romania, Czeck Republic, Macedonia, Republic of Sryski and Yugoslavin) and gethired around
200 partbipants. All paper are published in proceedings both ii the hsrd copy form'(591 pages) and in the
electronic form (CD'R0M). CD-R)M also contains multimedial presentations of the organisators and
commercial sponsors, facts about Power Electronic Society, as well as complete list of papers from all
sy mp o siums on P ow e r Ele ctro nic s ( I 9 9 7 3 - 1 9 g 9 ).

Beside the sy.mposium Annual Meeting of the Power Electronic Society was held, while paralkl to
the symposium the #h International Fair >>Electronics<< enable the participats to meet the lqtest design and
reqlizations of devices, systems, hardwsre and software in the field of elictronics, telecommunications and
compater industry.

The symposium highlighted the problems and practical or virtual solution from many ftleds. Four
topics are put forward: Power converters, Electrical drives, Electrical machines and Control & measurement
in power engineering. The most interesting contribution discussed the areas of modeling of power electronics
components, improved power electronic converters, power quufu (harmonics, filters...), vector controlled
induction machines, sensorless AC motor drives, new concepts of electrical machine modeling, electrical
machines construction, measurement in power engineering, new control methods (neural networis andfuzzy
logic for control of drives), robust control, education in power electronics etc.

The selection of papers presented in this issue is only one of several possible to represent the ldh
Symposium on Power Electronics - Ee'99. I woald like to emphasize my thaiks to the authors who have
accepted my choice for promt respons and fast adaptation of the papers to journal requirements.

I would also like to invite all readers of the >>Electronics<< journal to take active
par'ticipation by submitting the papers or attending the next Ilth Symposium on power Electronirs - Ee200l.
which will be organized in NovI sAD, YUGosL4vIA in october/November, 2001.
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Prof, Dr. Vladinir Katii

Guest Editor
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BSTIMATIONoFHARMONICLEVELSINMvSYSTEMSUSINGSIMULATION
AND MEASUREMENT

Jiirgen Schlabbach, Vladimir Katid8

tJniversiry of Apptied Sciences, Bielefeld, Germany
xFaculty of Engineering, Novi Sad, Yugoslavia

Abstract: Prior to installation of a large

harmonic load it is necessary to conduct a harmonic

analysis using computer simulation in order to

pr"iirt possible negative effects of harmonics' The
'problem 

is that many parameters are unknown and

need to be assumed. One of these are existing or

background harmonic levels. Tthe paper describes

the resubs of harmonic measurements as Qn

inclication of existing harmonic levels' A calculation

for the connection of a high power convefter-fed

induction furnace to a MV system is presented cLs an

example. The results indicated the specific needs for
data collection, especially load data and the

requirement. Furthermore it is pointed out, that

caiculation give only a tent(ttive hint on the harmonic

propagation, but measurement is an indispensable

part for the analysis of harmonic propagatiott in

power sYstems.
Keywords: Harmonic analysis, harmonic

tneasurement, induction furnac e, voltage qualiQ'

l.INTRODUCTION

Voltage quality in electrical power systems

is of increasing importance due to the increased

number of electronic equipment (increase of emission

levei) and the reduced sensitivity level of control

circuits and other sensible consumers (decreasing

withstand capability). Out of other phenomena' such

as voltage fluctuations, voltage drops and

unsymmetry, the harmonics (and interharmonics) are

the most important disturbances to be regarded with

respect to voitage quality [1]. Prior to connecting

high-power harmonic producers, such as convefier-

fed induction furnaces or motor drives to the MV

system, an assessment of the expected harmonic

levels is necessary, which need to be carried out in

accordance with the various parts of IEC 61000 [2'3].
As extensive measurements can only be carried out
after commissioning of the equipment, simulation
analysis by means of computer programmes are

required. A major problem in this respect is the

knowledge of power system data, which are normally

not documented in the relevant information files of

the utilities, such as inductive and capacitive part of

loads, peak and low load conditions and variation of

short-circuit power at the point of connection. This is

due to the fact, that the problem of voltage quality

nowadays mainly is regarded in LV and MV systems

only, as most of the consumers, causing disturbance

emissions and which are affected by the disturbances

are connected to these voltage levels. The impact of

significant parameters and the problems comparing

m-easurements and calculations are analysed and

explained below.

2. GENERAL

2.1 Harmonic calculation:

The simulation shall be carried out based on

the method of single-phase linear harmonic analysis,

which assumes linear, balanced and stationary

network elements, the loads are simulated with their

non-linear characteristic. Harmonics generated loads

are modelled by their harmonic current with

impedance in parallel. The advantage of using the

linear harmonic analysis is the simple representation

of the equipment, which are carried out with the same

details and extend as used for load-flow and shorl-

circuit analysis.
Harmonics are forming positive, negative or

zero sequence systems depending on their order,

whereas the zero sequence system is only present for

harmonics which are multiples of three-times the

fundamental frequency. Other harmonics are forming

zero sequence parts only in those cases' where the

system is not balanced' In medium voltage systems'

the zero sequence system can be neglected normally

for the harmonic analysis. Furthermore it should be

recognized, that the interaction between the generated

harmonic currents and the distorted voltage could be

neglected for systems with comparatively low voltage

distortion.

2.2. Measurement of harmonics:

Measurement of harmonics shall be carried

out with measuring equipment according to IEC

61000-4-'7 [2] for a typical load period, which is

normally one week. By this, all probable load

conditions, especially the reduced system load at

weekends and existing (background) harmonic levels

originating from other equipment, are covered by the

measuring period. Harmonics up to the order of 40

shall be analysed with respect to their r.m.s. value

and their phase-angle' In order to assess and evaluate

measurement values a statistical analysis is

necessary. The results are then compared with the

compatibility levels according IEC 61000-2-4 [3]'
The compatibility level is defined as that level for

which the disturbance will be lower for 957o of the
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measuring period, i.e. for 5Vo of the time, the
disturbance level may exceed the compatibility level.
It is therefore reasonable to determine the 95Vo-
probability of the measuring values, which shall than

be compared with the compatibility level.

2.3. Existing or background harmonic levels

Connection of a new large harmonic source
at MV industrial bus presents a special problem and
requires a careful harmonic assesment. IEC 61000
Standards [2,3],IEEE Standard 519l4l or Australian
Standard AS 2279-l99ll5l issue several steps
procedure, where the measurement of existing
harmonic levels of the system present an important
step. Such measurement shall be carried out before
installation or with the of the large harmonic source
out of operation.

The results obtained during harmonic
measurements in Vojvodina, at medium and low
voltage buses of "Elektrovojvodina", the power
distribution company sited in Novi Sad, are similar to
ones presented in other reports from Europe or
U.S.A. [6]. Therefore they can be used for harmonic
assesment or in harmonic analysis.

The results show that current harmonics are
often above limits, specially in residential areas or at
large industrial loads. High values of THDI, the 3'd
and the 5'n current harmonics indicate possibility of
occurrence of some of the negative harmonics effects.
Fortunately, the voltage harmonics are usualy much
lower. Fig. 1 shows overall averaged spectrum values
of all voltage harmonics measurement results at
different loads (residential, commercial, industrial,
rural etc) presented as 57o probability, mean values,
957o probability, maximum values and compared
with IEEE-519 limit. It can be seen that all harmonic
levels are below limits, but harmonic capacity of
network is already consumed in a certain percentage.
These values can be assumed as existing harmonic
levels and can be used in calculations.

Fig. L Averagedvoltage spectrum recorded
at l0 & 20 kV.
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3. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

3.1 Investigated power system

The 30 kV system normally operated as a
meshed system, fed from the 110 kV system by two
independent substations A and B, as indicated in
Fig.2, are investigated. The connection of a frequency
converter for the supply of an arc furnace (2.9 MVA;
l2-pulse) connected to a 30 kV industrial power
system (location D) was analysed. Further load is
supplied from the other 30 kV substations. The 110
kV-system, consisting of cables and overhead lines,
is operated in a meshed mode as well. In case of
emergencies, the 30 kV system can be operated as
radial system, whereas parts or whole of the system
will then be fed either from substation E or C. One
important parameter for the assessment of harmonics
is the shorl-circuit power at the point of common
connection (PCC). For the determination of short-
circuit power the impedances at the 110 kV
substations A and B and the coupling impedance
between them can be calculated as:

X ^
l.ru'z" s)1t + v)' - s'*

= - .
(

( 1 )

* .  = ' ' tY l  .
" so,

s )1 t+v)2  -s 'kBe+v)

sL( r+v) 'z -s*u
slv(t + v)

(2)

(3)X e . n = X u ' V  , V =
u n(u)

Fig.2 Single-line diagram of the 110/30'kV-system
under investigation

For actual system parameters, the short-
circuit power at the connection point D is calculated
for the different operating conditions as: meshed
operation - S"k = 513 MVA, fed through C - S"1 =

322MV A., fed through E - S"t = 217 MVA'

3.2. Resonance

Besides the short-circuit power, the
frequency dependent impedance at PCC, which is
location D (Fig. 2) is necessary to know. Analysing
the power system as seen from the PCC, the

capacitance of the 30-kV-cables C3s is parallel to the

l l } V o - u u t ,

50
4.5

F a.o
l ^ ^
O J.U
T z s

l - -

F  . ^

0.5
o0
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reactance of the feeding system, which is the series

circuit of the transformer reactance X1 parallel to the

capacitance of the 110 kV cables Crro in series with

the reactance of the 110 kV infeed XQ as indicated in

Fig. 3. The impedance can be calculated as:

This analysis does not take into account the

load in the 30 kV system, which is seen in parallel to

the capacitance of the 30 kV cables' It should be

noticed, that the reactance of the feeding transformer,
the reactance of the 110 kV infeed (short-circuit

power) as well as the capacitances in the 30 kV and

I 10 kV system change due to the different operating

condition of the power system as mentioned above.
In case of meshed system operation, the

parallel resonance frequencies ate at 5J0 Hz and 810

Hz, serial frequency is at 750 Hz. In case of radial
system operation (fed from substation C, cables

switched-off at E), the parailel resonance frequencies
are shifted to 660 Hz and 860 Hz, the serial
resonance frequency remains atl50Hz. The damping
however is 2.5 times lower than for meshed system
operation.

o1

Fig.3. Equivalent circuit diagram of 110/30-kV-
system at PCC

3.3. Assessment of measurement:

Measurements were carried out for the
period of one week with different switching
(operating) conditions of the 30-kV-system. The
results of measurement assessment for the
characteristic and non-characteristic harmonics, as
Fig.4 indicates, show that the most important
difference in the level of the harmonics is while
operating the power system open at location E (cables
switched-off at E) as compared with the normal
meshed system operation. This effect is most severe
for harmonics of the order 11 until 19.

3.4. Results of calculations

Calculations have been carried out to
simulate the harmonic propagation in the system and
to verify the results of measuring. First simulation
runs indicated comparatively poor correspondence
with the measuring results. Harmonic levels were
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more than two times higher. Generally, higher

harmonic levels were recognised for the case with

cables switched-off at location E as compared with

meshed system operation. The results are outlined in

Table 1. The general tendency for the different

operating conditions however is obtained by the

calculations as well.
In order to determine the reason for the

differences between measurement and calculation' a

parameter study was carried varying the input

parameters such as:
r short-circuit power in 110-kV-system
r load level in the system
. basic harmonic level
. power factor of the loads.

Ftg.4. 9|To-probability of selected harunonics for
dffi rent op erating conditions

Table l. Comparison of calculation and measurement

of harmonics for dffirent operating conditions (957o-
probability)

Order of meshed
operation

Cables switched-off E

Harm.
order

Calc.
tE"l

Measur.
tTol

Calc.

lVol

Measur.
IVol

5 15 1.05 2.89 1.65
7 .69 0.95 2.93 1.35
l l 93 0.15 / 1 1.95
1 3 .49 0.85 3.13 2;75
t1 .27 0.65 3.24 2.55
t 9 t z 0.55 2.41 1 . 5
L J 0.57 0.55 0.97 0.35
2,) 0.43 0.25 0.71 0.25

All other system data were kept constant for
the parameter study. The variation of the short-circuit
power in a reasonable range (707o ... 1007o) has only
small influence on the harmonic level, as the short-
circuit power in the 3O-kV-system is mainly

determined by the impedance voltage of the feeding
transformers. Variation of the load between 80Vo and

l20%o of the initiat value, as per Fig.2, has only an
influence on the damping, the resonant frequencies
remain constant. The influence on the harmonic level

(4)
r - ,2 c1 lgtp - a2 caglrT U - o2 r4c1 1il + IQI

il-r
t l
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is below 307o as the results for 80Vo and the 120Vo
load are compared.

The basic harmonic level in the system
normally is very difficult to represent in calculations,
as this requires measurements without the dominant
harmonic load in operation taking account well
defined system load, which is hardly to be realised.
The influence of the basic harmonic level is given by
the amplitude and the phase angle. Table 2 indicates
the results, if the basic harmonic level e.g. for 250 Hz
is modified in magnitude and phase angle, causing
identical resulting level in magnitude but different
phase angle; the level caused by the harmonic load is
assumed to be 1.75%o,70o).

Table 2. Correspondence between phase angle and
magnitude of basic harmonic level BHL and
resulting level RHL

. B H L RHL
UhlTol angle ldegl Uh l%ol anele fdeel
0.73 -80.0 1 .3 39.0
3 .0 - l 1 9 . 5 l . J -96.0
2 . t 5 157.0 1 a

I . J 148.0

Finally the variation of the power factor of
loads in the range of +/-5Vo of the basic value, while
the apparent power is kept constant will cause only
negligible changes in the harmonic level.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

An indispensable precondition while
carrying out calculation of harmonic propagation in
power systems is the good knowledge of the system
parameters. It is obvious that the parameters of
feeding transformers as well as the parameters of
cables and lines in the system are known exactly. The
load in the system however is subject to changes and
cannot be represented exactly in calculations.
Nevertheless the variation of load, which is normal in
power systems, is seen as an important part in the
analysis. The only way to represent this influence is
by means of an parameter study. The most important
influence however is the knowledge of the basic
harmonic level. The magnitude and the phase angle
of the basic harmonic level need to be measured
under different load conditions.

5. CONCLUSION

The comparison of measurement and
simulation results indicated for some configurations
only a poor correspondence. As most essential aspect
for the quality of the simulation, the precise
knowledge of the data of equipment in the power
system were indicated. Especially data of the loads
with their capacitive and inductive parts are an
indispensable presupposition for a good simulation as
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well as the amplitude and the phase angle of the basic
harmonic level. These data are difficult to obtain
from utilities, in some cases it is nearly impossible to
receive the data.

As overall conclusion it can be stated that
thorough modellisation and simulation shall only be
interpreted as tentative indicator for the expected
harmonic ievels in the power system due to the
limited extend of data needed for the modelisation.
Simulation does not release the utility and the plant
owner from measurements of harmonics. These
measurements must take into account different
operating and load conditions. The extend of
measurements may be reduced in those cases, when
the behaviour of the system is well known with
respect to harmonics.
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AC/DC CONVERTER WAVEFORMS ANALYSIS USING WAVELET TRANSFORM

J. KneZevii, V. Katii' D. Graovac,
I ns titut e fo r P o w e r, El e c t r o nic s and T e I e c o mmunic at io n s En g ine e r in g

Facuhy of Engineering - Novi Sad, Yugoslavia

Abstrqct: Fourier transfonn is the most

widety used tool for voltage and current waveform
analysis. Nevertheless, it has certain drawbacks for
time varying signals analysis. Therefore, a need for
another analysis technique appears. The aim of this
paper is to present the Fourier transform drawbacks
qnd to introduce a novel technique, namely the
Wavelet transform, which could improve accuracy
of v o h a g e and c u r r e nt w av e s h ap e s inv e s ti g at io n

Key words: Fourier transform, Wavelet
transrorm

l.INTRODUCTION

During last decade great attention have

been paid on power quality problems [5]. Some of
these problems are widely caused by the power

electronics convefters. Size and power of power

electronics devices is increasing and their share in

electric power consumption is growing. Nearly ideal
sinusoidal current and voltage wave-shape of
precise amplitude and/or frequency at power
electronic converters input is desired. However,
inherent non-linearity of the power electronics
devices influences the current and voltage wave-
shape.

The most common tool, used up to day for

wave-shape analysis, has been the Fourier

Transform. Ul. It transforms a signal into

fundamental and high-order harmonic components.
Harmonics are sinusoidal components of the signal
whose frequency is the integer multiple of the
fundamental frequency. Fourier Transform, or its
discrete version, which has been developed for

computer application (Fast Fourier Transform), has
some disadvantages, such as: aliasing, spectral
leakage, picket fence effect etc. 11,2,3,11 .

Fourier Transform gives exact
frequency spectrum of stationary and periodical

signals. However, in modem controlled drives
changes in developed torque and angular velocity
are often required. In the case of non-stationary and
transient signals, information about appearance of
certain harmonics is missing. To cover this problem,
the Windowed Fourier Transform or Short-Time

Fourier Transform has been developed. It

decomposes the signal in smaller parts of exact

length firstly, and then applies the Fourier

Transform. It solves the initial problem, but several
disadvantages remains: the signal is assumed
periodical, stationary in the window.

In the last ten years the Wavelet Transform has

been introduced as a new approach in signal

analysis 1I,2,3,41. The wavelet theory says that a

signal can be represented by superposition of some

special signals. These special signals can be

wavelets. Wavelets are waves of limited duration,

whose average value is zero. Apart from Fourier

Transform, where a signal is represented by

superposition of only one fundamental function
(sine or cosine), Wavelet Transform has unlimited

number of fundamental functions.
Wavelet Transform is similar to of finite

response filters, so it does not transform signal in

discrete harmonics but in frequency bandwidths.
But, these bandwidths cover all significant

harmonics. Wavelet Transform eliminates

drawbacks of Windowed Fourier Transform and is

able to track fast amplitude variations of certain

harmonics. This feature is enabled by its

characteristics of having a narow window for

higher frequencies, and wider window for lower

frequencies.
The paper will firstly represent the Fourier

Transform, the Windowed Fourier Transform and

the Wavelet Transform in briei in order to present

differences in signal analysis. After that, the

harmonic analysis of line current of two kinds of

AC/DC converters (line commutated and PWM)

using Wavelet Transform will be presented.

2. FOURIERTRANSFORM

In this part, the Fourier Transfurm (FT)

will be presented, as the one of the most frequently
used techniques for signal analysis [7]. Fourier
Transform X(f) of continuous signal x(t) is defined
AS:  :

X(f) = | x7r)e i'ffi dr (2.r)
j-

l :

x(t)= ^ lxrr>ej'ff idf (2.2)
z n "

Continuous ?un"tion X(f) represent the
signal x(r) in frequency domain, obtained by
summing of infinite number of complex addend.
Inverse Fourier Transform is represented by (2.2).

The periodical nature of electrical power supply
as well as the use ofdigital signal processing lead to
use of discrete Fourier transform as a convinient
tool. Discrete Fourier transform X(f) of sampled

signal, xfttl can be obtained in following manner:



where x[n] is sampled eqiuvalent of continuous
signal x(r):

x [n f=  x (nT)  n  :0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,N -1  Q4)
and Z is the sampling period.

Inverse of discrete Fourier transform equals:

N- l  .2 tkn

Xlkl=2xlnle-'  *
tt=O

t  N- l  '2 tk t t

xlnl= 
'  

) ,  Xfk ls '  N
N -*=o
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$ s 0 f(FL)

Fig. 2a and 2b - Non-stationary signal and its

frequency spectrum
This problem is specialy underlined when transient
states signal are to be analized. Some improvements
are obtained by use of the Windowed Fourier
Transform or Short-Time Fourier Transform.

3.WINDOWED FOURIER TRANSFORM

To overcome before mentioned Fourier
transform drawbacks in transient signal analysis, it
is necessary to perform certain modifications. Some
improvements are obtained by use of the Windowed
Fourier Transform or Short-Time Fourier
Transform. It is similar to Fourier Transform, but
input signal w(t) is multiplied with windowed
function whose position is translated in time for c

WFT(f .r) = | xQ)w(t -r\e-jzff i dt (3.1)
J

(2.3)

b)

b)

(2.s)

fGL)
Fig. la and Ib - Stationary signal and its frequency

sPecl rum
Figs. I and 2 represent two signals with similar

frequency spectrum, but with same frequency. The
first signal consists of two components of different
frequencies, while the second of one frequency at
the beginning and ofthe other at the end.

0 00 0G 06 r(s)
It is obvious from (2.1) and Figs.1 and 2 that Fourier
Transform gives exact frequency specffum of signal,
but it does not tell where these frequencies are

located in time.

or in the discrete version;

s  - - j +
WDFT = )'.x[nlwln - mle N

z - J - '
n

For every window w u,o = wfn - ml , WDFT

gives a collection of complex numbers WDFTIk,
mol, k=0,1,...N-1, whose amplitudes are equal to
discrete frequencies, who are content of input signal
x[n]. The simplest window is rectangle one, which
gives a value I for whole width of window. There
are other windows like Hamming, Bartlett and so
on. . .

The example signal processed by windowed
Fourier transform is presented in the next figure:

- - 4 0 o

Fig. 3 - Example fromfig. 2 using WFT
Inspection of the fig. 3 shows that WFT follows

a frequency change during observation time.
However, WFT shows unsatisfactory performace

(3.2)
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when frequency change appear inside the time
window.

4. WAVELET TRANSFORM

a=  a ' ; t

b = na'i'

(4.3)

(4.4)

I  T  r - h
WT(a,b)=+ l* f t )S(: lar

tla l- a

WaveletTransform (WI) of continuous signai can be , 
'

Similar to WFT, a signal x[r] is transform

t - b .
with function 8(-), analogue to

a

w(t -t)e*izff i atwFT.

Function g(r), which is used for signal x(r,)

analysis, is not limited with complex exponent, as in

case of Fourier Transform. Its limitations are: it
must be of shorl duration, oscillatory, with the mean
value equal to zero and fast decreasing to zero at the
ends of interval. These limitations provide that
integral (4.1) is final. Function g(r) is calledmother
wavelet. Fig. 4 presents some of the most applied
basic wavelel functions. The names are given

according to scientists who have invented them. The

number beside the name represents the number of

filter coefficients.
The next characteristics of WT, is existence

of the parameter a, which performs scaling in time.
It does not exist at the WFT. Time bandwidth of

. t  - b ,
wavelet g(-), which is expanding or contracts

a
depending whether a>l or a<1. If value of
parameter is a>l (or a<l) than g(t) is expanding (or

contracting) in time, i.e. frequency is decreasing (or

increasing). The Wavelet Transform begins with
setting the parameter "a" at a=1, and then by
increasing the input signal is focusing in time.

a2 0 .4  0 .6

H A A R C o i f l e i

l C D Z r o m s o @ n 0
SgdadtHddled5

f,, 7 -7r",7,,,:,",;";,,i*r,7, 
1(

In contrast to Fourier Transform, which
gives uniform distribution of frequencies, wavelet
transform gives logarithm distribution, which is
direct consequence of application of the above
equations (Fig.2).

Fig. 5. presents previous example to note that
WZ separates different frequency banwidths. Also, it
can be seen that I4lZ follows changes of signal when
some of the harmonics appears and continue to be
present into signal.

5. ACIDC CONVERTER CURRENT
WAVEFORMS ANALYSIS

Figs. 6. and 7. show decompositions of input
current waveshape of phase controlled and PWM
rectifier by application of WT, as well as theirs FT.
It is the case of rectifier input currents in steady
state. A high harmonic distortion, specialy in case of

Db4 
Fig. 4 - Basic wavelets

As the Fourier Transform, the WT has its

discrete representation (DWT), defined as:
I  f r  . . . n f

DWrlm,kl=-!) ,*Lr lsl  
*-f :o 

I  G'2)
, lo ' i 'T L oo - i

where g[n] is basic wavelet, while scaling and
translating parameters a and b are function of
integer parameter m.

Sgrd adFoirdiod bd 5
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PWM rectifier, can be seen. Due to limited space, a
transient current case is not presented.

As it was mentioned earlier, WT does not
transform signal into harmonics, but it decompose it
into subbandwidth i.e. scales. The width of the
bandwidth depends on sampling frequency. In Fig. 6
scale a5 represents the fundamental harmonics
bandwidth, scale d4 represents the 5th harmonics

5 0

o

5 0

t 0

2
0

-2
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bandwidth and so on. Comparison of this signal with
its FT (Fig. 6 - down) shows that amplitudes of
harmonics are the same.

Fig. 7 shows that sampling frequency must be

higher due to higher frequency of carier signal.
Therefore decomposition can be performed in more
bandwidths or scales.

5 0

o
'50

2 0

o

.20

20

0

.20

1 0

0

. 1 0

1 0

o

a5

d5

d4

d3

d1

0.4

0.3

o.2

o .1

l\Mi\,d/'M '\nl\Mif \ 1

\IVM \l

Fis 6. WTi FT of line commutated converter
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AB

d8

d7

c.o:
o

-ofr 2

+ . '
+

-q .1

110

d5
. G

o

d4

o

d3

o

t7J
- 0

U I

Fig 7. WT i FT in the case of PV

6. CONCLUSION

Wavelet Transform is a powerfull tool in
signal analysis, which is suitable for harmonic
analysis of cuuent and voltage waveforms of
modern power electronic devices. It eliminates
certain drawbacks of the Fourier Transform as it
has more narow window for harmonics and has
more precise following of signal variation. The
results presented in this paper prooved its
advantages. The authors are expected that such
analysis will be more widely applied in future,
especially for transient signal analysis.
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MOS CONTROLLED THYRISTOR MODEL FOR PSPICE SIMULATION
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Abstract: A simple PSpice model for the P-type

MOS controlled thyristor (MCT) consisted of two

sections is proposed. l/s SCR section is based on the

thyristor model proposed by Giacolletto [4]' The gate

control section (MOSFET) is used for turning the MCT
on and off. The proposed model represents the device
characteristics during the turn-on and turn-off, as well as

the breakdown and breakover characteristics of the SCR

section. The parameters of the equivalent circuit can be
calculated from the manufacturer data sheets and some

simple measurements. The model has passed all
performed tests and can be used to analyze various types

of MCT power converters.
Keywords: PSpice/Simulation/Modeling/MOS

C ontrolle d Thy risto r/P ow er S emic onducto r

l.INTRODUCTION

The MOS Controlled Thyristor (MCT) is a new
power semiconductor device having seYeral advantages

compared with other devices. The MCT has a main
thyristor section, and a gate control section for turning it

on and off. Since the integration of the MCT is complex,
it is very difficult to obtain an exact circuit model for the

device. A complex model of the MCT has been
developed by Hanis Semiconductor [1]. A simpler model
for the MCT would help to keep the simulation time and
effort minimal. Such a model has been proposed in [2],
but it seems that it does not simulate all the MCT

characteristics properly (such as: SCR breakdown and
breakover, turn-on spike voltages...). Its improved

version is presented in [3].
This paper presents a simple circuit model for

the P-type MCT suitabie for analysis of MCT power

converters, even with the student versions of PSpice. The
model represents the characteristics of the MCT during
turn-on and turn-off, as well as the breakdown and

breakover characteristics of the SCR section. The model
parameters can be obtained from the specifications

contained in the manufacturer's data sheets and some
simple measurements as described in [2] and [4].
Extensive simulations have been performed in order to

test the proposed model characteristics. The model has
passed all performed tests and can be used to analyze
various types of MCT power converters. The static ,I-V
characteristic and the simulation results of an MCT
phase-controlled rectifier and a static AC switch using
the proposed model are shown below.

2. CIRCUIT MODEL FOR THE P.TYPE
MCT

The PSpice model for the P-type MCT is

derived from the transistor level equivalent of MCT

shown in Fig. 1. Its SCR section is developed by

expanding the thyristor model presented in [4]. The gate

control section consisting of a PMOS and an NMOS is

modeled using simple RC circuit for the conffoliing of
the turn-on and turn-off times and with simple diodes
(Dpvos and Dyy65) to isolate the operation of the

MOSFET's in such a manner that the triggering pulse of

one polarity activates only one process of the MCT
(either tum-on or turn-off). ,

ANODE(COMMON)

Fig. 1. Transistor level equivalent circuit ofthe
MCT

The complete PSpice model is shown in Fig. 2

and the complete list of the PSpice statements for the

subcircuit description of the proposed MCT model is

presented in the appendix. The parameters of the

MOSFET section can be calculated according the method
presented in [2], and the parameters for the SCR section

according the procedure explained in [4].

Fig.2. PSpice model of the MCT



When a negative pulse is applied to the gate of

the PMOS, the capacitor C1v165 charges up. The voltage

across Cye5 increases the current through V65 and

consequently the value of F5sxs6 which charges the

capacitor Cn. The switch will be closed and the MCT in

tha ON state. Once the MCT is turned on, the current

through Va5 will keep the device in the on state.

Once a positive pulse is applied to the gate, the

capacitor Cye5 charges in the opposite direction, the ,E65

reverses its direction and so does the current from F56Nss

The voltage across Cp changes its direction. The switch

will turn off. The MCT is in the off state. The behaviour

of the SCR section of the model is explained in [4]. The

diode Dan is included to ensure the breakover and

breakdown capabilities of the MCT model, while the

capacitor Csp is added to provide the proper dv/dt

characteristics.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS

Extensive simulations have been pedormed in

order to test the proposed model characteristics. The

model has passed all performed tests and can be used to

analyze various types of MCT power converters. The

static 1-V characteristic of the MCT model given in Fig.

2, with the parameters defined by the statements in the

appendix, is given in Fig. 3. The breakover and

breakdown characteristics are clearly displayed'

I
Fig.3. Static I-V characteristic of the PSpice
modelfor the MCT given in Fig. 2

The simulation results for the complete circuit
of an MCT phase-controlled rectifier, shown in Fig. 4,
are presented in Fig. 5. Thb converter uses a diode bridge
to rectify the input ac voltage. The MCT is used as a
phase-controlled switch to control the flow of power
from the ac source. The diode D- provides the

freewheeling action. The waveforms of the input voltage,
load voltage and gate pulses are shown in Fig. 5.

Comparing them with the experiment4l waveforms
shown in [2] it can be seen that the simulated waveforms
agree very well with the experimental ones.

Fig. 4. Power circuit of the MCT phase-
controlled rectifier
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'vga.e Tint

Fig.5. Simutated MCT converter waveforms

The successful simulation results have been

obtained for other circuits' Some tests described in [1]
have been successfully passed. For example, in Fig' 7 we

present the simulation results for an AC switch using two

MCTs with common gate circuit (Fig. 6). It can be seen

that they correspond very well with the experimental

waveforms given in tll (Fig. 6.4'2). The comparative

simulations have been performed using the P-type MCT

models developed in [2] and [3], and the MCT model

developed by Hanis Semiconductor (MCTV75P60E1),

available on Internet. The simulation times were shorter,

in average, by 15Vo, comparing with those obtained with

the model from [3], and by 33 Vo than those obtained

using the HARRIS Semiconductor model- All

simulations have been performed using the PSpice

Evaluation version 5.0a.

Fig.6. AC switch using two MCTs with common
gate circuit

I

T3

20ms 30ms 40ms

Time

Fig.7 . Simulation waveforms or the AC switch

of Fig. 6: upper trace - input voltage; middle trace -

gate control voltage; lower trace - load (5 Ohms, 20 1tF)
current. Closing at zero, opening near mid-cycle;

--  
Os 10ms

' i(rin)

Gating Circuit

. (5,4)
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APPENDIX

Subcircuit descriPtion of the MCT
*MCT model

.SUBCKT MCT 10 20 30
*--------------------A K G
RGP 30 31 5
RGN 30 32 8.33
cMos 33 10 18.92N
DPMOS 33 31 D
DNMOS 32 33 D

*SCR SECTION
EGS 25 20 TABLE {V(33,10)i +(-

100,-100) (- .1s,0) ( .1s,0) (100,800)
R G S 2 5 5 1
V G S 2 A 5 O
RSCR 10 11 .005
SSCR 11 9 6 20 SSCR
D l  9  4  D

.MODEL D D(N=.l)
V A S  4 2 0  O
.MODEL SSCR VSWITCH(RON=.0125

+ ROFF=103000VON=1 VOFF=0)'
FSENSE 20 6 POLY(2) VGS + VAS

-.05 55 i 1
DSENCE 20 6 DS
.MODEL DS D(RS='05)
RSENSE 6 20 1
C R 6 2 0 5 U
CBREAK 11 4 18P
DBREAK 4 IT DBR
.MODEL DBR D(BV=900 N=6 + IS=IE-

14)
.ENDS

--t 
n*, 

rrjms ,'" 
,,."t'" 

&s sms

Fig.7. Simulationwavefonns or the AC switch of

Fig. 6: uppe,r trace - input voltage; middle trace - gate

control voltage; lower trace - load (5 Ohms, 20 ltF)
current.

closing at mid-cycle, opening near zero
4. CONCLUSION

The paper presents a simple PSpice model of the

MCT. The model has a thyristor section and one section,

combining two MOSFET's, for turning the MCT on and

off. The model is simple and it represents the
characteristics of the MCT during turn-on and turn-off,
as well as the breakdown and breakover characteristics of

the SCR section. The extensive simulations performed

show very good behaviour of the proposed model. The

simulation results are compared with those presented in

[2] and [3], and also with the results obtained using the

MCT model developed by Harris Semiconductor and
available on Internet. The proposed model needs less
memory requirements, and the simulation times were
shorter by l5Vo to 337o comparing with the other
available models.
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Abstract: C-V characteristics are studied as
a potential tool for reliability assessment of power
VDMOSFETs. In particular, split C-V
characteristics of VDMOST are evaluated. The study

focus on uniform and non-unifurm degradation of
gate oxide of inadiated VDMOST. A technique has
been proposed for separate measurements of gate
oxide damage in the channel and the epitaxial
region. Two-dimensional numerical analysis
confirms the applicability of the technique, showing
its advantages and limitations. Examples of power
VDMOSFETs damaged by Fowler-Nordheim gate
injection, as well as irradialed wilh Cs'" are given.

I.INTRODUCTION

Damage of gate oxide in VDMOSFET may
occur by hot-carrier injection, irradiation and gate-
bias stress.

Recently, hot-carrier injection is found to
be of concern in LDMOSFETs, particularly those
made as high-voltage planar devices in IC
technology 11,2,3f. In power VDMOSFETs under
normal operating conditions hot-carriers are of minor
concern, because lateral electric fields (carrier
heating) are relatively small due to relatively large
channel lengths and moderate voltage drop in the
channel. This may further change when scaling
channels of power VDMOSFET into submicrometer
region.

Gate-bias stress may result in avalanche
multiplication in the oxide, leading eventually to
destructive oxide breakdown. At lower gate biases,
Fowler-Nordheim injection occurs, which degrades
the oxide, and also leads to catastrophic breakdown
when Qso (injected charge to breakdown) is
exceeded. For fu*-100nm gate-oxides of VDMOS-
FETs used in this study (EFN1NI0/EFA1N15/20
made by Ei-Microelectronics, NiS), significant FN
injection occurs for V65>60-70V. This degradation
mode is not relevant for practice, because operating
sate biases are much lower for power VDMOSFETs.
Eventually, a significant gate-bias stress may occur
during ESD (electrostatic discharge) event, which
may cause fail of VDMOSFET [4].

The most studied degradation of power
VDMOS-FETs is that caused by irradiation. It is
typically studied in relation with aerospace and
cosmic applications, were power MOSFETs can be
irradiated significantly. VDMOSFETs used as
switches in high-frequency power supplies in
satellites are exposed to such high cosmic radiation
that they absorb an ionisation dose of up to 50krads
during l0 years of satellite mission [5]. Commercial
power VDMOS-FETs cannot provide sufficient
hardness against radiation and special hardening
techniques are required (gate-oxide grown). In order
to characterize response of VDMOSTs to irradiation,

the following methods have been used in research
and production:- 

l) I-V methods, and
2) charge pumPing [6,7].

There are two groups of I-V methods. The
first group of I-V methods focus on characteristics Ip
vs. Vcs above threshold; they are based on surface
mobility change and threshold voltage shift after
irradiation. Both quantities are affected by charge in

interface traps created by irradiation ANi and by
charge trapped in gate oxide ANo*. Monitored
experimental quantities are either drain current [8],
gain B [9,15] or IttOSpBf transconductance g. [101.
These methods deal exactly with the quantities in the
bias region that is of major importance for VDMOS
operation. For mobility-degradation the related
cha.g" in interface traps AN1 is a "sum" of
concentratign of positively and negatively charged
sites AN;,*&-. For threshold voltage shift the related
charge ANls is a net charge ANit= and its relation to
the total number of interface traps depends on the
nature of traps. The nature of interface traps is,
however, not clarified in scienlific community. We
do not know whether AN,,+&-:411ii holds; the
relationship that has been a priori assumed in the
derivation of the method [9]. These I-V methods are
not directly applicable, if trap density varies
significantly across the energy close to the band
edge, because they implicitly assume that AN1 does
not change with V65 and Fermi level at the interface.
All methods for the extraction of ANo, and ANi that
are based on the drain current, gain and mobility
change after irradiation strongly rely on (unknown)
model coefficients for the strength of the impact of
No* and Nir on surface mobility.

Second group of I-V methods deal with
subthreshold characteristics: subthreshold slope [5],
threshold-voltage shift [5] and mid-gap method

[10,11]. The related interface trap density in the
individual methods is: the total trap density for
subthreshold slope method (Ni,**-), and the net
charge in interface traps N;,* for AV6 and mid-gap
methods. The net charge depends on the nature of
traps (donor-like or acceptor-like, and 'their

distribution across the gap). Assuming acceptor-like
nature of interface traps in the upper half and donor-
like in the lower half of the band gap enables
separation of ANo* and AN1 in the mid-gap method.
This assumption originates from the conlmon believe
that most traps at SiO2/Si interface are Pb centres
(free dangling bonds =Sir). which should be
amphoteric [l6]. In that case, Ni,*"-=Ni,= holds. It is
not clarified yet, whether all, most or some radiation-
induced or hot-carrier induced interface traps are Pb
centres. For these techniques the relevant energy
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portion of the band gap is from intrinsic level
(neutral point) (or eventually valence band-edge, if
not all traps are Pb centres), up to 2rps (double Fermi
barrier for threshold onset). Traps between 2rps and
conduction band edge affect device characteristics
above threshold, but they are not sensed by the
subthreshold methods. The mid-gap method faces
difficulties for trap distribution localized in the
energy space: the extrapolation towards mid-gap
point may be inaccurate.

All I-V methods measure the effective
charge trapped in the gate oxide ANo* and interface
trap density AN1, build-up in the channel close to the
source after irradiation. They do not sense the gate
oxide damage in the epitaxial (epi) region.

Recently, charge pumping (CP) has been
applied to separate ANo* and AN1, in irradiated
VDMOSFETs [6,7]. The related AN1, is the total
concentration of interface traps, irrespective of their
nature. Extracted value of trapped charge ANo*
depends on assumed nature of interface traps. If ANo"
>> AN1. holds, the measurement of ANo. is accurate.
If concentration AN1 is comparable to ANo,, the
extracted ANo* depends on the trap nature. The CP is
only capable to characterize oxide and interface
above the epitaxial region and in a pafi of the
channel at the drain side, but not in the channel close
to the source. Note that the channel at the source-side
of the channel determines V16 and Io of VDMOSFET
in the whole.

These I-V and CP methods are adopted
from numerous studies of uniform degradation of
standard MOSFETs. Some methods known in MOS
studies have not been used for power VDMOSFETs
yet: noise, gate-cuffent characteristics and various C-
V techniques.
Although highly developed for MOS capacitors and
standard MOSFETs, the C-V techniques have not
been used in reliability study of power VDMOSFETs
yet. Recently, a detailed study of the gate total
capacitance and split C-V characteristics of VDMOS
structure is made by means of numerical simulations
and experiments by these authors [2]. Study [12]
provides understanding of the split C-V
characteristics of virgin (non-irradiated) VDMOSTs,
and sets a basis for the potential application of the
method to measure the oxide damage in irradiated
devices [13].

This paper analyses the applicability of split
C-V technique to characterize oxide damage ANo*
and AN11 in irradiated power VDMOSTs. We focus
on the damage separation in the channel and
epitaxial region. The split C-V characteristics of
fresh VDMOST are recapitulated in Section IL C-V
characteristics of irradiated devices are explained in
Section III, where results of numerical-modelling
studies are given. Section III presents a new method
for the separation of damage ANo" and ANlr in
VDMOSTs. Experimental characteristics are shown
in Section IV for devices subjected to gate-sffess and
radiation.

II. C.V CHARACTERISTICS OF VDMOST
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Gate capacitance characteristics C* vs. V, of
n-channel VDMOSFET LITI shows a complex
structure that is a supetposition of the contributions
of U21:
1) epitaxial region (standard C-V characteristics for

uniform n-bulk MOS devices),
2) laterally nonuniform channel (strongly deformed

C-V characteristics with stretched depletion and
a very smooth electron inversion), and

3) n+ source part (nearly constant capacitance).

Gate capacitance Cr(Vg) is a mixture of
contributions due to electron and hole inversion,
depletion and accumulation in the epi region (n-) and
channel (p-). Contrary to Cr(Vg), in the split C-V
characteristics Cr,(V*) and Cga(Vg) these
contributions are selparaied. A complete explanation
of the structure of the gate capacitance and the split
C-V characteristics of VDMOST is presented in

[12], where extensive numerical modelling and
various experiments are employed. In summary: one
pafi of characteristics Cg,(Ve) is solely determined by
hole inversion in epi re-gion; the other part is solely
determined by the depletion of p- region of the
channel. For Cga(Vg), one part is solely determined
by the epi-region depletion, while the other part is
solely affected by inversion in the channel (starting
from the drain channel-side).

On power VDMOSFETs the sPlit C-V
characteristics are measured like on conventional
bulk MOSFETs. The experimental set-up is show in
Fig.l: it is identical with set-up used for standard
split C-V measurements. However, the interpretation
of the characteristics Cs,(Vs) and Cro(Vg) is more
complex, as it involves overlapping contributions
from three interface regions l)-3) tlzl. Like for
conventional MOSTS, it holds
C*(Vr)=Cg.(Vr)+Cro(Vg) for VD-MOSFETs as well,
as shown on measured characteristics in Fig.2.

brcadne*r f tmer l  D

Fig.l: Experimental set-up for our split C-V
measurements on power VDMOSFETs. Important for
the interpretation of the split C-V signals is that p-
diffused region is internally connected to n- source (n-
channel). Voltage sources Vpp and Vss provide Vp5
bias in measurements of Cgs and Cga, respectively.

Applying drain-source bias Vp5 enhances
separation of the particular components of the epi-
interface and the channel. With VDS>0 hole inversion
at the epi interface is further separated from the
depletion in the epi and p- regions, as demonstrated
on the measured characteristics in Fig.3. A detailed
experimental and modelling study of the Vps-effect
on split C-V curves is given in }21. For the study in
this paper, it is essential that Vos bias improves the



separation of the parts of the characteristics
deiermined by the channel from that determined by
the epi region only, thus enabling better separation
while extracting oxide damage ANo^ and AN;t in
these regions.
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structure with n-type uniform bulk doping' Channel

shows strongly defbrmed C-V characteristics due to

laterally non-uniform Profile.
When amphoteric int-erface traps are assumed, for

both, epi and channel region, the C-V characteristics
exhibiti a parallel shifi with respect to those for

acceptor-like traps, Fig.4. Therefore, like in any

MOS system, the trap nature cannot be determined
withouiexact knowledge of the value of fixed charge

No".
- 200p

;
3 rsop
o=
I
6

o
o - -
o rup

" o - s - n 4 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
gate bias M

Fig.2: Total gate capacitance and split C-V
characteristics measured on two 100V VDMOSFETS.
The sum of the split C-V components Cgs and Cga
equals to the total gate capacitance for V" below
threshold V16. Above V6 the split C-V are not valid.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF DEGRADED
VDMOST: MODELLING

Changes in C-V characteristics of
VDMOSFETs after gate-oxide damage are studied
by means of numerical modelling. The rigorous 2D
numerical model is the same as explained in [12]. It
applies small signal ac analysis with MINIMOS-6. In
order to study devices that are close to reality, input
doping profiles are obtained by process simulation
MUSIC-2, starting from the full process flow [14].
Oxide damage is assumed in form of fixed oxide
charge (trapped charge sheet) No" and interface traps
N;,. Interface traps are modelled either as acceptor-
like across the whole band gap or as amphoteric
(acceptor-like in upper and donor-like in lover half
of the gap). For simplicity, constant trap density is
set across the band gap. Traps are fully accounted for
the dc modelling of the device operation point. They
are also included in quasi-static (QS) simulation of
the gate-capacitance components (Fig.a). They are,
however, omitted from the small signal ac system of
semiconductor equations, i.e. interface traps are
assumed to be inert to applied ac signal (Fig.5).
Therefore, the calculated inter-terminal capacitances
by means of the ac model are high-frequency (HF)
with respect to traps.

In first model-study spatially uniform damage after
irradiation is assumed: ANo^=$xlQ"cm-' (trapped
holes), Di,=3xl0r1cm-2eV-1 (uniform, with different
trap nature). Fig.4 shows numerically calculated
quasi-static gate capacitance components that
originate from individual VDMOST regions: ePi-
interface C*n-, channel Crp- and source region C*n*-
While oxide trapped charge only induces a parallel
shift in the C-V characteristics of all interface parts,
traps stretch-out the characteristics by changing dc
operation point and by adding their own capacitate
componeni. Characteristics of the epi layer C"p-
exhibits an "ideal" C-V behaviour like for MOS

- 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 ' 2 3 4 5 6

gate-source bias M

150V VDMOSFET: C-V chaEctenstics as measured

- 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 5

gate-source bias M

150V VDMoSFEI: C-V characteristics as measured

Parameter -V"" /, 
- dev 1

li -- dev.2

f=1mkHz

0'7 -6 '5 ' tn"rio]","t0,":; t t t '

Fig.3: Characteristics of gate total capacitance
and split C-V components measured on two 150V
(fresh) devices with drain-source bias Vp5 as pdrameter.
Applying Vos enhances the separation of the
contributions of the channel and the epi region.

In the part where hole inversion takes place

at the epi interface (Vs<-sV in Fig.4 for "irradiated"

devices), there is a small effect due to hole
accumulation-depletion in the p- channel, but the

major component of Crtot is due to Crn-. In this
region, C"n- is divided in split C-V measurements

into pure hole inversion component C* and electron
depletion component C*a. Equivalent analysis holds

!L

o 2O0p
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o

6

*9 toooo
o
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o
I loop

o-[6 sop
o
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8 rsop
G

o
o
o 100p

'6

o
o

100V VDI\4OSFFT: C-V charac'teristics as measu.ed

gs

-dev_l C.,+c-
-dev.2 C!,+c,,

150V VDMOSFET: c-V characteristiF as measureo

Parameter VDs ------ dev.2
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for electron inversion in the channel (Vr>-3V in
Fig.a).

The calculated split C-V components that
corespond to model-experiment in Fig.4 are shown
in Fig.5. The shift and distortion of C*o(Vr) and
Cga(Vg) are due to ANo^ and ANit generated in stress,
respectively. On the split C-V characteristics the
damage in the channel can be distinguished from the
damage in the epi region, because different segments
of the curves are affected by these damages.
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is also analysed by using numerical modelling with

MINIMOS-6. The results are shown in Fig.7 for
Vos=0V and Figs.8 for Vpr=l!. In these studied the
u#outt of trapp"ed holes iJhxed to ANo*=2xlQrrgrn-2,
while different density of acceptor-like intedace
traps is assumed in the channel and the epi region.
Th-e shift in characteristics is caused by charge in
interface traps, while the charge is dependent on
surface Fermi level, i.e. gate bias, which results in
distortion. Density of interface traps may be
extracted from C-V characteristics by standard
Terman's (HF) method. Particular interface regions
only affect specific segments of the split C-V
characteristics.

- 7 - 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 ' , | 2 3 4

gate-source bias Vo" M

Fig.6: Calculated changes in HF inter-terminal
capacitances of a VDMOSFET after "irradiation".
Assumed oxide damage in form of trapped holes
unifomlv distributed. and with different densities in the
channel N", 'h and epi region N"*"pi.
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Fig.4: Calculated quasi-static gate capacitance
components due to epi-interface C*n-, channel Crp and
source region C*n* in a VDMOSFET (MINIMOS6).
Assumed, ,damage: ANo,=$x l0'  'cm-' (holes trapped).
Di,=]x l0"cm-'eV-'  luniform) - dif ferent trap nature.
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Fig.5: Simulation of changes in high-frequency (HF)
inter-terminal capacitances of VDMOSFET from Fig.4
(model of HF split C-V measurements; small signal ac
analysis with MINIMOS-6 employed).

The possibility to separate damage in
different oxide regions is demonstrated by the
following model-experiments. Numerically
calculated split C-V curves of a 100V VDMOST are
shown in Fig.6 for different amounts of trapped holes
ANo* in the oxide above the epi region and the
channel. For simplicity, there is no increase in
interface trap density. The specific segments of split
C-V components are shifted by a constant voltage of
q' ANo^/Co^, exactly according to the assumed
different ANo^ amounts in the epi region and the
channel. In study in Fig.6 components ate
additionally separated by applying Vos=2V.

The effect of different interface trap
densities in different interface regions of VDMOST

-5 -4 -' 

n"L-""r." oL" ,, 

2 3 4

Fig.1: Calculated changes in HF inter-terminal
capacitances of a VDMOSFET after "irradiation".
Assumed oxide damage in form of acceptor-like
interface traps with different densities in the channel
D;, 'h and epi region D,,"r i .  Uniform distr ibution in
energy and position space. Vanishing drain-source
polarisation.

For example: the segment of the characteristics C*a
from -2.3V to -1.3V in Fie.7 (the curve without
damage, i.e. for Dit=6xlOncm7ev-l; is determined by
electron depletion in the epi region. In characteristics
of degraded devices the cortesponding (shifted)
segment is affected by traps on the epi interface only,
and is independent of trap density in the channel. For

lmpact ol N- position: channel vs. epi (numerical modeling)
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results in values of ADi,=1.7x1011 and 4x10llcm-2eV-
t which are close to vaiues 1.94x1011 and 4.94xl0tt
used as input in numerical calculation.

The modelling-studies show that the damage in
channel and the epi region can be extracted from the
same characteristics measured on the same degraded
VDMOSFET. For the charge separation between
ANo" and AN;1 in particular regions, standard CV
techniques may be applied, involving, however, all
known model assumptions and measurement
limitations of them (trap nature, the position of the
neutral point and the response of some traps to HF
signal are some well known). Note that further
modelling work is required to study the accuracy of
the ANi, extraction in the channel region of
VDMOSFET.
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laterally non-uniform doping profile a,long the
interface, which induces spatial variations in surface
ootential. electric field in the oxide is almost constant
across the whole gate area because of high +V6'

Electrons tunnel from the silicon-substrate towards
the gate by Fowler-Nordheim effect. If the oxide

thicklness is spatially uniform' FN current with

constant area-density is injected into the gate oxide.
For the same oxide quality near the edges of the
hexagonal gate cells as in the middle of the cells, the

overall gate oxide is degraded uniformly.
From the total gate area of Ar=A*""tt'y"",t

(A*r, is the gate area per one cell, and N""1 number
ot'VOVtOS-cells in power VDMOST die), the
measured injection current I" and injection time tr.*it
follows the injected charge:Q1n;=Is'tinj{As [C/cm']. In

stress: Ie=I1.4nA, Ag""l=663pm', N."tt=860,

ti"r=100s. u'nd J,",=2p4lcm2. which results in injected
.iiu.g" Q,"t=0.iirclcm'. This is far bellow Qeo
(chaige to"breakdown) value, but is sufficient to
significantly damage the oxide. The applied electric
field during injection was in the range 6-7MV/cm.
The measured I-V characteristics of VDMOST
before and after injection are shown in Figs.9-10.
Discussion of I-V methods is out of scope of this
paper. Here we only point out that neglecting the
effect of the series resistance of ammeter used for
measurements (common Keithiey 617 applied for
Figs.9-10) may result in improper characteristics in
the linear region above threshold due to variable Vp5
(Fig.9-upper). Correct measurements should apply an
adaptive drain voltage source Vpp that forces a
constant Vp5. The conect curves in Fig.9-lower
deviate remarkably from the original in Fig.9-upper.
In the measurements, ammeter is placed in the source
branch; the extracted series resistance of the
instrument is 0.8O in the mA range.

FN injection induces negative shift in I-V
characteristics by amount of 1.17V at the midgap
current level Io*g, as shown in subthreshold
characteristics. in ^Fig.10. This shift coresponds to
ANo*=2.5*16"crn' (trapped holes). The mid-gap
method, including the current at the threshold- onset
Ips6, provides tr"ap density of AN1=3.5x1010cm-2.
After 48h room-temperature anneal the
character is t ics,  s l ight ly  change 

"  
resul l . ing in :

ANn*=1.$x l0 '  'cm- ' ,  AN;,=$x I0 ' "cm- ' '
C-V characteristics of VDMOST that is

stressed by FN injection are shown in Figs.11. Data
is presented before stress (fresh VDMOST) and
immediately after stress, while the data after 48h is
omitted. Characteristics are measured for different
drain-source biases (0, I and 2V).

After the stress characteristics Cg4=Cgepi
show relatively constant negative ,shift on V6-axis,
that  coresponds to about  6.7x l0"cm- 'net  posi t ive
charge. The shift is the same for segments of the
characteristics influenced by epi only or by channel
only, which reflects a uniform damage across the
interface. The characteristics C.,=Cr" (gate-channel)
shows a negative shift after stress. The shift is bias-
dependent. The C*, curves are more stretched-out
due to interface traps than the curves for C*6. The
total net positive charge extracted from
characteristics Cn,(Vn) varies from 5.5x l01l to
6.8xl0ircm-r, for'botir epi region and the channel.
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Figs.8: Calculated changes in HF gate total capacitance
and inter-terminal capacitances of a VDMOSFET after
"irradiation". Conditions as for Fig.7, but with Vos=2V.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

In the first set of experiments VDMOSFETs
are electrically stressed by applying gate-bias stress.
Positive high DC voltage +V6 is applied on gate,
while source and drain are set on ground potentiai.
For high positive V6 the channel is inverted, and the
epi-interface is strongly accumulated. In spite of
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These values are much larger than the values
extracted for the same device from subthreshold I-V
characteristics in Fig. 10.

Constant lc FN stress with +Vc, Q,ni=0.2mc/cmt

15OVVDMOSFET . . . . : '
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charge due to anode-hole-injection predominates
long initial period ofstress.

Characteristics as measured: 150V VDMOSFET

gate-source bias [Vl
gate-drain bias [Vl

- 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 1 4 1

0
- 7 - 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4

gate-source bias [Vl

Figs.11: Experimental gate total and,- splil^9.-V
ch-aracteristics measured on a 150V VDMOSFET
before and after uniform constant current^FN gate oxide
injection with +V6 and Q;n;-0.2mClcm' (t".=1QQ16;.
The shift and distortion of Cg6(Vg) and Cra(Vg) are due
to ANo* and AN;1 generated in stress.

In the second set of experiments
VDMOSFETs are irradiated by exposing them to

Crrrt" Y-source. In radiation and post-radiation
relaxation the device was not biased. Results of
irradiation of a 200V VDMOS-FET, combined with
room and high-temperature anneal (110"C) are
shown in Figs.12. After irradiation a spatially nearly
uniform positive charge is observed. After 24h room-
T relaxaiion, very slight changes due to small AN11
are found. Anneal at 100oC, applied after 24h in
duration of 8h, results in significant increase in ANi.
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Figs.9: Measured drain current in the linear
region on a VDMOST before stress, after FN-injection
stress and 48h after stress. Upper figure: drain is biased
by constant voltage source of Voo=5OmV. Lower
figure: Vnn is adapted that Vns=50mV is constant.
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Fig.l0: Subthreshold characteristics of
VDMOST from Fig.9. Mid-gap current lp6g and
threshold voltage curront Ip16 are denoted.

A comment is made on resulting positive
net oxide charge in the FN stress. FN injection
typically results in positive charge (trapped holes)
ihbrt time interval after applying the gate bias. For

longer stress times negative charge (electron

trapping) predominates, as a consequence. ,of the

seneration- of neutral electron traps in oxide, and
6lectron trapping on these and native centres. In our
FN stress- the injection levei is low:

1.25xl0l5electrons/cmz, 
- 

and the oxide field is
relatively low. In these conditions the positive oxide
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Figs.12: Measured gate total capacitance and split C-V

characteristics of a 200V VDMOSFET. Device is

irradiated with Csr37 -source in dose of 3krad, with dose

rate 50rad/h. The characteristics are shown for virgin
(fresh) device, immediately after irradiation, 24h after

irradiation (room temperatwe), 32h after irradiation
where anneal at 110oC in performed ftom24h to 32h,
and 54h after irradiation (room temperature).
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Abstract: Start-up process of induction squirrel cage
motors can produce many problems to the working
mechanism and to the other consumers. The easiest
way for understanding staft-up transients and examine
the way how they could be suppressed is with computer
simulation program. In the presented simulation
program for education purposes start-up process with
linear voltage change and voltage change with SCR
are analyzed.

Keywords.: induction motor start-up, sof't
start, simulation pro gram

INTRODUCTION

Start-up process of squirrel cage induction
motor (SCIM) drive is very interesting specially
because of transients which are happened in the
machine and their influence to other electric energy
consumers nearby. Start-up current is about (4 - 1) \
and energy consumption due the start-up transients is
also larger than steady state energy consumption.
Oscillations and large starting values of
electromechanical torque produce significance
mechanical stresses in the machine and working
mechanism.

Because of all this reasons implementation of
soft start systems for SCIM electric drive is necessary.
The term soft start means start-up of SCIM drive using
some system which can deal voltage during the start-up
in the way to limit starting current and motor torque.

For the better understanding and visualization
of start-up process without and with soft starter is
developed a school version of simulation program for
squirrel cage induction motor drive soft start. The
program is developed for Windows environment with
VISUAL BASIC programming package. With this
program can be calculated and SCIM drive
characteristics can be shown in the desired period up to
5 min, what is very difficult to be done in a another
way'

Induction motor model

For a correct dynamic simulation of SCIM
electric drive start-up correct dynamic motor
representation must be used. The most used is
reference arbitrary frame theory of electrical machines:

In this theory are make transformations of rgal three
phase stator and rotor parameters (voltages, currents
impedances, fluxes etc.) to their two phase
representatives which are attached to axis with

arbitrary speed of rotation.
When all induction motor currents, voltages

resistances and reactances are transformed in two
phase system the system of equations is:
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( 1 )
Where:

r Vqs: Vds, Vos, v'q., v'dr, and v'g, are the stator and rotor
voltages in the arbitrary reference frame
respectably.

c iqr, lr, lsr, I'qr, i'61 olld i'& &tc the stator and rotor
currents in the arbitrary reference;

. (00 is base angular speed;
o p is diferencing element;
. X.. is represented as X." = X,, + X*

e Xr. is represented as X"" = Xi" + X*

. Xr and X'11 &re stator and rotor leakage reactances
and;

. Xv is magnetizing reactance.

When stator and rotor current and fluxes are
known motor electromagnetic torque f could be
calculated as:

/  a \

I J I  I  \
T" =l ; lp M \in"io, 

- io"ir, )"  \ z t -
where: p is number of pole pairs, M is mutual

inductance ard iro i7", in, and i4, a'ra instantaneous
currents in arbitrary reference frame.

\When the equation of rotating
movemerit is incorporated in the overall
equations set than electric drive is possible to
be simulated:

d t r r .  l fP) , -  m\
d r  J \ 2 ) '

:l
: l
1:l
;:l

f.:l
l l :  I

l:ll



where Z7 is load torque and "/ is drive inertia.
The equation set is consist of few non linear

differential equation so the easiest way for their
solution is implementation of one numerical methods.
In our case is used fourth order Kunge-Kutta method.

Description of simulation program

Simuiation program for squirrel cage
induction motor drive soft starl is developed for PC
and it can be run under Windows 3.11 or higher. The
program is developed using MS Visual Basic. The
program is created to guide user to all needed data. For
example if the user forget to choose load torque when
he start the simulation, the screen with possible load
torque appears before the simulation screen.

For the calculation in the program must be
entered motor catalogue data and its resistances and
reactances. Entered data could be saved for another
simulation sessions.

In the simulation program there are following
possibilities:

l. Different load - torque: MpQ; MFconsti
M F kxn; M p l1'*nz' M r k( n+ c ) ;

2. Yalue of load inertia and its real speed;
3. Starting method with starting value of voltage

and its increasing time: direct start of drive; soft
start with semi-controlled three phase SCR-
diode bridge; soft start with full-controlled three
phase SCR bridge and soft start with SCR
bridge only in the one phase (unsymmetrical
soft start);

4. Reference-frame angular speed (zero, rotor
speed and flux speed);

5. Integration step and simulation time.

Motor drive setting

In the beginning, from menu, option for
catalogue data must be chosen. The screen for
manipulation with motor catalogue data is shown in
Figure .1 There are options for saving , editing and
deleting of the catalogue data.

Figure l. Input screenfor 
1 

inductionmotor catalogue
data
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The next step is choice of load torque. Like

the previous step, you can choose that option with

simple click on the menu bar. After that you can see

options for load torque selection and input screens for

its arsuments.

Figure 2. Input screenfor equivalent circuit
paramelers

After that, the way of starting and the starting
arguments must be chosen, if direct starl is not
simulated.

In the next step, optional, reductor parameters
can be chosen. If there is no values for a reductor,
program will imply that load is directly connected to
rotor and it will warn it.

The last step is inputting the parameters of
equivalent circuit. Input screen is shown in Figure 2.
Equivalent circuit parameters could entered as
inductance's or reactances and program automatically
conveil values. The equivalent circuit data can saved
for a later use. With this motor drive settins are
finished.

Simulation parameters setting

After, already described steps have to be set
simulation parameters. When simulation button is
clicked, simulation parameters input screen is shown in
Figure j.

L3

(o - tu  ) Id

Figure 3. Simulation parameters input screen
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In this screen has to be entered few options.

One of them is attachment of reference frame. There

are three option stator, synchronous speed or a

arbitrary speed when relative speed must be entered.
The second option is stator voltage change.

There is two possibilities linear maximal voltage

change, or voltage change with firing angle of SCRs.

After this calculation step have to chosen.

Calculation step can be chosen between 10-6 and 10-t

seconds. The last option which must be set is

simulation time.
When all options are set with OK simulation

is started. In every moment calculation can be cancel,

if cancel button is clicked' On the simulation
parameters input screen there is a tachometer which

represents rotating speed change, as simulation goes

on.
When all options are set with Button OK

simulation is started. In every moment calculation can

be cancel if cancel button is clicked. On the simulation
parameters input screen there is a tachometer which

represents rotating speed change, as simulation goes

on.

ELECTRONICS, VOL. 4, NO. 1, NOVEMBER 2OOO

When calculation is finished, information for

that is shown on screen. When button OK is clicked

the results manipulation screen is shown.

Manipulation with results

When calculations are finished results can be

drawn on, printed orland saved in ASCII form screen

(Figure 4). The following characteristics vs. time could

be shown: motor torque; load torque; motor supplied

RMS voltage; motor RMS current; instantaneous value

of motor current and motor efficiency
Each characteristic has a check box and

checking it could be shown or hidden. On the form the

is a cursor which presents values of the curves for

cursor position time. For a better resolution

characteristics can be zoomed.
All characteristics can be saved or printed

using standard Windows printer options.
The saved characteristics could be load for a

presentation which can be done in the few different

icreens in the program or for a use in the other

software.

Figure 4. Screen for characteristics presentcttion and manipulation



Conclusion

With this simulation program, on easy and very

fast way, students could be involved in SCIM drive start up

transients, and solution of the problem with the soft stafi'

Students could change motor' load and start-up techniques

to learn more about SCtlrA d.lu". Also, student could make

simulation experiments to find a adequate technical

oroblems for a different load torques and different start-up

methods, and indirectly to find the best solution with the

respect of economic reasons. All this is very difficult to be

achieved in laboratory, because of limited financial'

equipment and time.
We intend to develop this simulation program to

became more powerful and universal for all type of rotating

machines. In ihe first next step have to be included options

for a wound rotor induction motor, then analyzes of DC

motor and sYnchronous motors'
The basic disadvantages of all simulation methods

are limitations of used mathematical model and no

experience with the real equipment.
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CONTROL OF AC DRIVES WITHOUT SPEED SENSORS BY FREQUENCY
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Abstract: Analysis of the PWM induction
motor drive, where the regulation is made without

the speed sensor, with the method of frequency
compensation is presented in the paper. The control
scheme is based on the well known V/f method. On

the basis of the proposed method, the frequency
compensation for the slip frequency and voltage
drop compensation, being very important especially

at the low speed range, is done. Slip frequency is

determined on the basis of non-linear torque-speed
dependence.

l.INTRODUCTION

Induction motor drive based on full digital

control is being applied in a great number of

industrial application, begining from low cost drive

to high performance. Great part of scientific efforts,
in the last few yers had a goal of eliminating the

speed sensor, saving good static and dynamic
performances of a solution with speed sensors.

AC drives without speed sensor, according
to the methods applied for speed regulation can be
clasified in two groups: 1) low cost drive of general

purpose, 2) high performance drive'
In the first group of drive some of the

following methodology for speed calculation are

used: slip frequency calculation method, constant
volts-per-herts control, slot space harmonics,
frequency compensation method [ 1 ].

In the second group the following methods

are applied: speed estimation, model reference

adaptive method, speed observers, Kalman filter

techniques, neural nerwork based estimator [1].
Most of these method for speed estimation are

carried out from methods applied in vector control
techniques which had a purpose of determination of
"inaccessable" quantities (flux and torque).

All of these methods are based on
procedure which comprehends measurement of

electrical stator quantities, directly or in DC link of

the inverter with phase current reconstruction
performed switching function and knowing motor

parameters. However, in practice, simple, cheap and

reliable drives are often needed, where it is possible

to control speed, with modeset requests regarding

dynamical features.
In this paper one of the slip compensation

methods is analysed. The proposed control

algorithm is based on frequency calculation by using

air gap power estimation and nonlinear relationship

between slip frequency and air gap power. Besides

frequency compensation, the stator resistance

voltage drop compensation is realized. The proposed

control scheme requires motor name-plate data, the

stator resistance value and instataneous stator

current in two phases. The basic characteristics of

the drive with the applied algorithm are the

simplicity of the practical realization, fair steady

state and transient characteristics, and the price not

higher than the open loop frequency controlled

drive.

2. FREQUENCY COMPENSATION

The criterion for the stator frequency

selection for a given load and the reference speed is

illustrated in Fis.i.

5 0

40

z \ n

q

F

1 0

0 ;
200 400 600 800

Speed ( r /min)
1 000

Fig. I. The speed compensation principle

If the speed at no load w?s fl1 (point A),

with the load increase operating point moves to the
point B, with the speed "drop" of n'. To compensate
for the speed "drop", the controller increases the
speed to n2 + nr=nl by means of increasing the
frequency, thus moving the operating point to C. In
this way, the actual speed is again equal to the

reference speed n1 from the point A.

2.1. Air-gap power estimation and voltage drop
compesation

In order to implement this scheme it is
necessary to know the relationship between load
torque and slip. One of the possibilities is to assume
a linear relationship between them [2]. Although
this technique gives good results for high speeds its

usefulness at low frequency and large torques is



limited due to large steady state errors introduced by

the linear approximation. To avoid above mentioned

problem it is necessary to take into consideration

non-linear torque-speed characteristic of the motor

t4,sl.
The Electrical Machine Theory establishes

the relationship for the electromagnetic torque (M.)

and break down torque (Mo,):

M u , = ( l )

at which the breakwhere so. is the sliP
down torque occurs.

Equation (l) is valid for any torque thus it

is also valid for rated conditions. Defining M*=V'M'

and using (l) yields:

s p , / s u = k = v + J 7  I (2)

which is the break down slip in per unit of
the rated slip (s.).

Substituing equation (2) into (1)' the

(s) required to produce electromagnetic torque

can be writen as:

I
I
l
(3)

For the practical reasons we need to

eliminate the load torque from equation (3). The

elimination can be done by using equation (4):

M ,,, = (p I +n)r"u l(f ,, + f ,) (4)

where p is the number of poles, Po6 is the

air gap power, f, is the slip frequency, and f. is the

frequency which corresponds to the actual rotor

speed.
Solving the equation (3) and (4) for the slip

frequency can be obtained:

,  k . s t  r r-  
, a  

' " t

a= pl (4t rkvM,s, f , ) ; 6 = (p t1+nvtw ,))2
(5)

When the ratio between the break down

and rated torque is large enough, constants a and b

become small and can be neglected. The physical

explanation of this is that we have linear

aproximation of mechanical motor characteristics,

i.e the break down torque assume infinite value. For

the linear dependence, in this case' for the slip

frequency it can aproximately be writen as:

- f , )f ,,,' + s, ' P,,,,

"  |  ( ; .
r, -- ,_ * *111 ,

_ " *  _ , . )
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Air gap power (Po6) can be obtained by

using expresion:

P"u =3v,1 
" 

cos E 
- 3I ,t r, 

- Po" Q)

To determine power Po6 it is necessary to

know rms value of induction motor stator currents

and active component of stator cuffent' Assuming

the symetrical sysytem, the rms current value can be

obtained by measuring instataneous phase current

AS:

7 , = f f i .

The active stator current components

be obtained by qd transformation in synchronous

reference frame as follows:

I - r  /  \  /  \ l

I,rR", = J:f,, cos(c.u - n l6)- i., sin(rtr)j (9)

The last term in equation (7) under variable

frequency operation is difficult to obtain but it can

be approximated from the knowledge of rated values

and constant flux operation. It can be easily shown

that the core losses for nominal load:

Pr",, = P,,^(l-n, l(I- s,) )- 31,, 'zr, (10)

Core losses can be devided into two

components [3]:

P0",, = K ,rB ,r' 7,, + K 
"B ,r 

f,rt ( 1 1 )

where Kr, i IQ are coeficient which depend

of core type. Bn is rated flux density.
For constatnt flux operation these losses

only vary with frequency. Assuming that at rated

conditions both components are equal, after some

manipulation, the total core loss at any frequency

can be writen in terms of its rated value as:

(r2)
Substituting (12) into (7) gives air gap

power as a function of reference frequency and

measured variables. The slip measurement required

in (12) is obtained from (5) or (6).

Voltage droP comPensation can be

obtained by keeping magnitude of the leakage stator

flux at the constant and rated value- Based on the

phasor diagram shown in Fig.2 it can be writen:
-

v, = 1.,r., cose+ J0,r,{, I f,,Y -(1,r, sin<p)2
( 13)

where with V,s is marked amplitude of E'
at rated frequency f". The value for E* needed for

(8)

slip
M-

s = k . v . M . . ' t u" M,,, t't - (Y-- . ,  , , \ '
[ v  )

,, " = i(E[ * ). #* (*)' ),, ",

f  ,  = l l 2 (

2M p,

s l s o , * s n , / s
i",(i^

where . i ,  =  ps , f  , l r tM, , .

(6)
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constant flux keeping (V/f=const.) at any another
frequency f, can be obtained as:

E.=Vro'f,/fo'

For implementation of equation (13) the
value of rms stator current I, is needed like its active
components which can be obtained based on the
equations (8) and (9). Final expression for stator
voltage at any frequency based on the instantaneous
measurements of motor current is:

-
l o  l l r l  t \ -  . ,

v, =+.1,,*",r, +1/l +l I .;(t,rn"'r,)2 -(I,r,)'
r  l [  J ,  )  '

(r4)

Simulation results are obtained by using
PSpice Brogram package. In Fig.4 simulation results
obtained for reference speeds of 200, 600 and
1000 r/min are shown. First, drive system operated
at the no-load while load torque in stedy state was
50Vo of rated torque. The speed regulation effect

ELECTRONICS, VOL. 4, NO. 1, NOVEMBER 2OOO

/r f ,

Fig. 2. Induction motor eqivalent circuit
and phasor diagram

3. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

In Fig.3 the block diagram of the

drive is shown so that the basic idea of applied

speed regulation modus can be seen. Due to existing
positive feedback at frequency compensation and

voltage it is necessary to stabilize the system by

using low-pass filter in the feedback loop. The
proposed speed control method is first analysed by
computer simulation on a detailed drive model, and

than by the experimental results obtained on

laboratory model.

L,,Lls

?

,
J S

with and without speed regulation is illustrated in
Fig.4. In it the moment of switching off regulation is
clearly marked, resulting in speed reduction.
Dependence of the load torque versus time is also
shown in fisure.

P W M
in v erter&

f n

oo

;
g

r r l

N

t . - vE q . ( 5 )
o r  (6 )

Fig. 3. Block diagram ofthe drive
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Fig. 4. Speed response. Simulation results'
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Experimental verification of the proposed

algorithm were made on the induction motor drive;

its parameters are given in appendix A. Motor load

was performed by the separately excited DC motor

in dynamic braking regime. In Fig. 5 and 6 steady

state speed-torque characteristics for different

reference speed values in range of 100-1800 r/min

are shown. The drive ability for keeping reference

speed even at a very low speed is obvious.

600

500

o 5 
rorq#t l l* l  

15

Fig. 5. Steady state speed response.
Experimental resuhs (n,"y=100 +600 r/min)
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Fig. 6. Steady state speed response.

Experimental results (n,,7800 + 1800 r/min)

The dynamic characteristics of the drive are

presented in Fig.7 showing the response of the

system to the change of reference speed and load

change. First, the drive operated at no load at the

speed of 2OO rlmin. At the moment related to point

A the change of reference speed at 600 r/min had

been done, so that the drive at the moment related to

the point B was loaded. Afterwords at the point C

the reference speed of 1000 r/min was changed, and

at ooint D no-load resulted.
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4. CONCLUSION

Induction motor drive frequencY

compensation method based on V/f control has been

presented. The proposed compensation method

requires the knowledge of motor nominal data,

stator resistance and motor stator culrents

measurements. The control algorithm can be simply

implemented in the existing drives which use the

clasic Vlf control. By the theoretical and

experimental analysis, the applicability of the

frequency compensation method for drives with

modest dynamic characteristics has been confirmed.

Appendix A

Induction machine data: 1,5 kW; 50Hz;

930 rimin; 22OY;4A cosrP-O,8.
rr=4f); \=3,451',

Lr;0,0 1 3 83H : L^=0,245 H
Lr'=0,01383H;
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INFLUENCE OF MAGNETIC NONLINEARITY AND ''DEATH TIME'' EFFECT IN SBNSORLESS

DRIVES
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Abstract: This paper iroi, with electronic converters working regime is such that

mathematical methods which can be used for magnetic core is deeply satuated. Because of it

analyzing the magnethical non-Iinearity and de;d- maihematical model of machine where magnetic

time ffict in sensorless drive. Those models are nonlinearity is not taken into consideration is highly

united with model of sensorless drive for computer inadequate (produces significant error)'

simulation, and results of simulation, iry pr"rirtrd. For magnetic saturation to be accounted it is

There are suggested. methorJs for minimiZing those necessary to express stator ,and 
rotor fluxes aS

influences. 
r"' "-- 

combination of the lequage and magnetising flux [1]'

Iiey Words: Sensorless Drive/Influences/Magnetical Mathematical model of the machine becomes:

noi-Ienearity/Dead-time effect Y' = L,i1 + L,niD = Lrria +Yd,r, (1)

l.INTRODUCTION

The greatest number of electrical drives are so

called midle performance drives. In these drives it is

not necesary to position shaft and to control angular

velocity precisely. In these drives velocity and torque

have to be independently controled, to be as cheep as

possible and robust. That is the reason why these

drives are realised as indirectly vector controled

drives with induction machines (sensorless dives)'

Angular velocity, torque and flux are estimated'

Estimation error is influenced by motor parameters.

Common sensorless drive is presented in this

paper. Speed estimation is based on MRAS (Model

R"f"."n"" Adaptive System) algorithm. Control

subsystem mathematical model is developed in

stationary reference frame while mothor subsystem

is presented with mathematical model in

synchronous reference frame. In mathematical

models of drives flux saturation and death time is

typicaly ignored.
In this paper is shown how this aproximations

influence estimation quality. This is done by

computer simulation. Possibilities for elimination of

these influences are suggested as a result of this

work.

Y n 
= Lri, + L*io = Lrriq *Y q*, (2)

Y o = L,i, + L^id = Lnio +Vd,n, (3)

Yn = L,in + L^iq = Loie *Y n* ' 
(4)

Cappital letters in subscript are used for rotor

and smali letters for stator varaiables. Stator and

rotor inductances are expressed as sum of the

lequage and mutual inductances:

L, = Lr, * L*, (5)

L, = L, * L^. (6)

D and q components of the mutual fluxes,

Yo,n and Yn*, are defined bY:

Y *n = L^(io + ir)= L^i^'  0)

Y r,, 
= L,,Qo * in)= L*in*, (8)

(e)

2. INFLUENCE OF MAGNETICAL NON- i* =
LINEARITY

State space model of induction machine rs

usually developed on assumption of linear

relationship between flux and current. To conduct

qualitative analyse of the transition phenomena in

induction machine connected to inverter; it is

necessary to account magnetic saturation.
Working point of the machines is positioned

, on the knee of the magnetic characteristic in the

process of machine construction. (From this point

magnetic material is saturated') Reason for this is to

maintain maximum possible use of ferromagnetic

material. For induction machines fed by. power

(10)

( 1 1 )

(13)

(14)

and mutual flux is given with:

Magnetizing current (d and q components)

are given with:

i o . = i o + i *

in- -- in + in,

and total value of magntizing current is:

i ' z ^+ i | " .  lG2 )

Standardly constructed inductance machine

has cilindrical rotor, so mutual induction .L. is same

for both axes (d and q) il saturated as well as in

unsaturated work i ng regime:

L*  =Y,n  /  i * ,

L* = L^Q^).
Magnetising curve obtained bY

approximation using minimum square method is

used in this paper [2]. Obtained relationship is

expressed by table of flux or mutual inductance in
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function of magrietising current. Such tables are easy
to be modelled in simulation programs.

. lnfluence of saturated lequage fluxes exists

as well and it is not included in above relations

However, this influence is not very important, so it

can be neglected.

2.1,. Simulation of drive operation with

magnetic nonlinearity modeled

A way to include magnetic saturation in

induction motor model is explained so far.

Magnetizing current is calculated from dq

components of current, which are known (relations

(10) to (12)). After magnetizing current being

calculated, adequate value of mutual inductance is

obtained from Lookup table given in Apendix. In this

way nonlinearity of the magnetic core is modeled
although estimating models are obtained assuming

that magnetic core is linear.
In Figure 1 results of simulation are

presented. In this case drive operation on 15 radls

rate is simulated. Machine starts unloaded and in 0.i

sec. speed reference is given. After 0.4 sec., when

transient regime is finished, machine is loaded with

50Vo and in 1 sec. load is setto l00%o.

Figure 1 a - Speed reference, real and
estimated speed

Figure lb - Rotor flux

Figure I shows speed reference, real and
estimated speed. Estimated and real speed differ as

consequence of the magnetic nonlinearity. This eror

increases if motor load is increased. Since speed
regulator has estimated speed on feedback it is

logical that there iS no steady state difference

beetwene estimated and reference value of speed' In

the Figure lb stator and rotor fluxes are shown.
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There is an effor in q component of flux so iti is not

equal to zero which is condition to have vector

controled drive.

2.2. Proposition for elimination of

magnetic nonlinearity infl uence
Magnetic nonlinearity leads to an error in

speed regulation. This error can be eliminated if

estimator model is upgraded so that mutual

inductance is evaluated from Lookup table as

function of magnetising current calculated according

to relations (10) to (12). Obtained in this manner

mutual inductance is parameter for speed estimator.

3.INFLUENCE OF ''DEATH'' TIME

"Death" time is time in which

semiconductor components in inverter bridge chance

from one to another state. During "death" time both

semiconductor switches in an inverter leg have to be

turned off, which makes bridge uncontrollable.

Output voltage polarity is defined by cunent

orientation and output voltage value is defined by

DC circuit voltage. Flywheel diodes conduct current

during the "death" time period. Since motor voltage

has impulse shape during the "death" time, its mean

value is obtained [3].

U p = u o c ?
, r  

,  ( 1 5 )

Where used symbols are:
I Iu D - equivalent voltage during the "death" time,

u oc - DC circuit voltage,

t ̂  - duration of "death" time,

T's - commutation period.
Equivalent "death" time voltage, (15) is

added or subtracted from phase voltage depending on

current orientation:

e

.E

@

=';

tr

u ' n = u o - u r r l l s g n ( i , )

u'r,  = Ltb -U orf ,r"(, ),

Where symbols are:

U n.b. ,
- phase voltage

inverter with ideal switches,4

un,b,, - phase voltage

"death" time,

in.n., - Phase currents

(16)

(r7)

(18)

on the output of

with uncalculated

U',  = U,  - " '? t sn(r. ),



In order to obtain mean value of "death"

time voltage drop it is necessary to know value of

"death" time duration /o, which is approximately

1Ons (according to catalogue data), as well as

switching period {. Power elecffonics converter is

usually cuffent regulated voltage inverter with
hysteresis. Such configuration draw back is that

switching period 7, is not constant during the output

current period, and its value is different for all three
phases in the same moment. Determining exact value
of switching period is highly complex procedure and
for accurate mathematical solution it is necessary to
consider influence of many parameters such as
ambient temperature and load current, on "death"
time value. However, for "death" time effect to be
qualitatively analysed it can be assumed:
1. It is going to be observed worst case, i.e. case

when switching period is shortest (switching

frequency highest) because then "death" time
influence on drive control is strongest;

2. "Death" time in every phase has the same impact
on control quality;
Considering first assumption it can be

considered that switching period is constant and

consequently value t o lT, will be constant.

Consequence of the second assumption is that value

t o f T, wlll be same for all three phases.

It will be assumed that t o f T, has value of about

l%o, and "death" time effect will be accounted
through constant voltage which will be added or
subtracted from phase voltage in function of current
orientation as it is shown in relations (16) - (18).

3f. Simulation of drive operation with
accounted "death" time

Block in which "death" time effect is
modelled is included in induction machine model,
but not in control model. Simulation results are
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2b - Rotor fluxes

Induction machine is unloaded on startup'
In 0,2s induction machine is loaded with 507o of
nominal torque. In 0,5s "death" time effect
simulation starts. It is obvious from Figure 2a that
speed responce is oscilatory when "death" time is
modeled. After ls nominal load of machine is
modeled. In Figure 2a it can be seen that speed
response remains oscilatory when load is incresed.
Figure 2b shows rotor fluxes which are oscilatory as
well.

From simulation results it cam be concluded
that "death" time effect has great influence on
sensorless drive performance, especialy on low
speed. To ovecome this effect it is necesary to use
faster switching components in order to decrease
death time duration.

"Death" time influences drive performance
on nominal speed too. This influence in nominal
regime has much less intensity.
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machine are:
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Nr 471458/83
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3
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o
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Figure 2a- Speed reference, real and
estimated speed
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Table P.I . - Approximated magnetic curtte in table

format: effective values of Jlux and magnetic current,

magnetic current value in dq reference frame and

Parameters of this machine are:
R, = 10Sl

R' = 6'3e)

Lo = 43,067mH Lr = 40,l0lmH
-' 

L"' =0'4212H

J = 0,00442kgm2
Through no load experiment pairs of cuffent

and flux values are measured. On the base of these
experimental results approximated magnetic curve is
calculated l2l. These approximated values are
summarised in table P.1.

mutual inductance

I *"fl Y,r"ff l n L,,

0 0 0.612

0,5 0,306 0,707 0.612

0,75 0,425 0,61 0,s6'7

t ? 5 0,615 1,909 0,456

1,875 0,661 0.652 0,356

14,14 0,848 19.997 0,06
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Abstract: In the paper, the experimental

suney of the motor current correction in the vector

contiotled CSI fed induction motor drive is

presented. In this drive a thyristor rype current
'source 

inverter is used' The complete control is

implemented in the Intet's l6-bit 80C196KC20

microcontroller. The control algorithm, based on

vector control with the rectifier reference current

correction, is accomplished by software written in

C language. All results thot are obtained by a

experiment confirms the accuracy of the proposed

cirrent correction and shows the advantages ofthe

realized drive related to the vector controlled drive

known in the literature-

INTRODUCTION

Vector controlled induction motor drives with

thyristor type current-source inverter (CSI) are

interesting for the researches and development

because of its robustness and easy power

regeneration to the supply network under the

breaking conditions, what is favor in a large-power

induction motor drives.
But, for the nature of the CSI operation, the needed

dynamic performances that exist in PWM inverter

drives are not achieved with the known vector

control algorithms. In the examples of vector

controlled CSI drives that could be found in [1]-[6]

the problems of the speed response are reported'

This is influenced by the instantaneous phase error

and, as a result, this configuration has slower torque

response compared to the current regulated PWM

drive. In addition to the phase error, the

commutation delay is inhered in CSI operation and

must be generally compensated to achieve

acceptable vector control.
In the drive used in this paper (induction motor fed

by a CSI) mentioned problems are avoid,with new

vector conffol algorithm t7l-t91. The main

advantage of the suggested algorithm compared to

the known from literature is befter dynamic

pedormances of the proposed CSI drive' This

enhancement rely on the fast changes of the motor

current, without phase enor, similarly to the control

of current regulated voltage source PWM inverler'

The realized CSI drive has more precisely vector

control, accomplished by the implemented

prediction of the reference curent. The suggested

algorithm produces the same dynamlc

p#ot-un""t of the CSI drive that exist in the other

vector controlled drives [9].

The paper reviews the specific experiment

intendied to show the accurate vector control in

the induction motor drive with applied reference

current correction.
On the Fig. L the simplified scheme of the

realized drive is shown, and software structure

of the motor speed regulation is presented on

Fig.2.

RE F EREN C E C U RRENT C O RRE CT I O N

In the vector controlled induction motor

drive fed by a CSI exist a problem of incorrect

copying of itre O-q references to the motor' The

reason- is non-sinusoidal current waveform

produced by a CSI. The ideal CSI current with

neglected commutation and DC link current

pisation is quasi-square waveform' . 
Fourier

analysis ofthis waveform gives the expression [1]:
n l i  /  |

i  -  t ' r  t  .1 ,  ' l  s in(cor)  - ls in(5cor)  -
' a  a  |  5

t t  
\  

"

t , - l- -srnr ran\ + -sin(l l{U.]/t) +
7 l l

+ls in( l3ar f ) - . .  )
1 3 )

( l )

From the previous relation it could be seen

that the fundamental component of AC output

current has amplitude 10 percent greater than

amplitude of DC link current
I - t _

lzJl t n'I a =l.l'I a J. For that purpose' a tine-

tuning of the motor currents in d-q frame is

performed. The corresponding relation h 
ry*

between the mean values of the motor currents ln d-

q frame and the commanded d-q currents' For

proposed correction it is not sufficient to use the

diffit"tt"" between currents of lOVo from (i)'

because the correction depends on the phase angle

of the d-q components and the inverter

commutation process' At lower speed, the

commutation process could be neglected since it is

much shorter than the motor culrent cycle' Taking

all this in consideration' at first the rectifier

reference current is corrected concerning the

reference amplitude, the phase angle and the

commutation duration. The rectifier reference

current formed in that manner is now introduced to

the current controller to obtain a suitable motor d-q

currents and achieve desired vector control' To

explain this technique, it should be started from the

fundamental reference current obtained on the

resolver output (see Fig.2):
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The amplitude of the motor current vector
in polar coordinates could be determined in the
same way as the fundamental reference current
calculated from (2), using the average values ofd-q
cuffgnts:

k(0 , )  =

The correction factor is introduced as
relation between reference current obtained from
(2) and actual motor current calculated from (3):

K(0")  = .+.  e)
I t  (U'  J
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The corrected rectifier reference current
that provide preferred values of motor current d-q
components is now:

i, _r"f = K(or) i (5)

After the correction is applied, the stator
d-q currents mean values will be equal to the
corresponding d-q references. The accuracy of this
correction is approved from calculation as shown in

[7], and the needed precision of the vector control
algorithm is proven in [7] and [8] by simulation of
the drive model in Matlab SIMULINK software.

all possible values of isq* with isdx maintained
constant.
Motor stator current could be expressed in the two-
phase d-q reference frame with the following
equations:

i r a  =  - l /  
" l i .  Qo  +2 . i ) . cos (0 " )+ io ' s i n (O" )  (6 )

i , q  = l l J j . ( i o  +2 . i ) . s i n (O" )+ io  . cos (0 " )  ( 7 )

From (6) and (7) it could be observed that
d and q current components are known from two
motor phase currents (L and rt ) and angle 0"
between the a-axis of the three phase system and d-
axis of two phase d-q system. Phase currents lo and
16 ar€ fire&Sured directly on the motor with cuffent
probes.

(2)

(3)

Fig. 1. Block dingram of the current converter fed induction motor drive

----; ;  ----- -  ---- 
s;. .dFi

stad conboller Resolver with

Isd cotrection

Microcontroller

IMPLEMENTATION

The realized induction motor drive has a
standard thyristor type frequency converter (three-
phase bridge rectifier, dc link inductor and
autosequentially commutated inverter). All
functions of the drive including the vector control
are accomplished by the Intel's 16-bit
microcontroller 80C196KC20 and its peripherals

[9]. The speed control of the drive is fully
accomplished by software written in C and
implemented in the microcontroller, as presented on
Fig.2. Program modules are maximally optimized
to obtain effective code, equivalent to the
corresponding one written in the assembler [9].
Conection given by (5) is developed in the
software as a lookup table calculated in Matlab for

Fig,2. Speed control of the induction motor drive fed by a CSI

i!d..{e ) + (n..to,)

SUPPLY

,. Curent PI i Rectifier with
msr controller arccos ! inductor

@r l;-71i, Frcm encoder



The angle 0, is obtained in the control
algorithm as a result of a digital integration:

g"(k) = 0"(k - l) + ae'T, (8)
where ft is a sample, ?l is sample time and

ro" is excitation frequency. The integrator is reset
every time when 0" reaches 0 or 360 degrees.
The excitation angle could be measured/detected in
a several ways:
- by sending the angle value via serial channel,

what is slow for this purpose,
- by sending the angle value to the special D/A

converter, what needs additional hardware,
- and by changing state of the one

microconffoller's digital output at the instants

The changes of the angle integrator are
detected by alternating the state of the one
microcontroller's digital output (Port 1) from 0
to +5V and vice versa. This port is connected
to the oscilloscope's extemal synchronization
input. The output results from the scope are
stored in two ASCII files. In the first file the
time base, the motor current in a-phase and the
time instants of the angle integrator resets are
saved, while in the second file the time base
and the motor cuffent in b-phase are saved. To
improve this experiment, the automatic
procedure that relies on the Matlab program is
developed. By this program the input values
are at first filtered, then the particular angle
range is found and at the end, the instantaneous
and average values of the stator current
components are computed from relations (6)
and (7). This procedure is also repeated with
the control algorithm without current
correction. From these values the averages are
computed in the particular angle range and
compared by the coresponding references.
The DC link cunent is measured by a 10-bit
AID converter integrated in the microcontroller

[9]. This is the reason why reference current is
also represented in the 10-bit notation. The
scaling factor needed for translation of the
measured cuffent to its 10-bit equivalent is
calculated from the A/D converter
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when the integrator is reset (the time between
two resets correspond to the angle change from

0 do 360 degrees).
In this experiment the third way is used,

because there is no need for additional hardware

and it gives good results. For the measurements, a

four channel digital storage scope with GPIB
interface and two current probes is used, PC

computer with GPIB card and a program written in
Matlab for automatic data acquisition from the

scope. The complete hardware used in this

experiment and the way of collecting data is shown
on Fie. 3.

"'1- '
t i

V i
. i

i

characteristics and the measuring range. For
this drive this factor is:

Ken=33.759 (9)
The reference current in d-axis (i,a* =

2,962A) is calculated for this drive using (9), what
is equal to 100 processor units in the 10-bit notation
(the range is from 0 to 1024 p.u.). The torque
command (q axis current) is changed in the range
from 50p.u. to I l0p.u. directly (the speed controller
from Fig. 2 is disabled). The inverter output
frequency is retained same during experiment
(about l0Hz) by varying the DC motor armature
current. This current is controlled by the thyristor
drive with analog control electronics. In this way,
because of the low inverter frequency. the inverter
commutation could be neslected as done in the
correction lookup table.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

On Fig. 4 the instantaneous values of d
and q curents are shown for one given torque
reference (l,,7* = 60p.u. = l.7ll3A, l"a* = l00pj. =
2.9622A). On Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 the references are
compared to the corresponding real values of d and
q components with and without correction. From
these figures it could be clearly seen that
differences from the references are greater in the
cases when conection is not performed. When the

Fig.3. Experimental setup for the stator current components detection
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correction is applied, the differences are very small

and they are only result of:
- neglected commutation (not important in the

speed range in which the experiment is

performed), and
- neglected pulsations of the current in DC link.
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CONCI-USION

This paper reviews the experimental

verification of the necessity for application of the

rectifier reference current correction in the vector

controlled induction motor drive supplied by

cuffent source converter. Additionally, the accurate

and simple method for estimation of the excitation

angle is also presented in the experiment' The

results obtained from this experiment shows that

precisely vector control is achieved. Thanks to the

implemented correction of the rectifier reference

current, d and q components applied to the motor

are nearly equal to the given references' In this way

the increase of motor flux and possible machine

saturation is avoid, because the value of flux

current component (d-axis current) without

correction is greater than its rated value' In the

further researches authors plan to develop the

suggested correction with the neural network and

use the real waveform ofthe inverter current'
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Abstract: Numerous operating regimes of

rotor flux oriented induction machines require

variation of the rotor flux reference. Correct

setting of the stator d-axis current reference

therefore requires incorporation of the magnetising

curue of the machine into the contol system.

Consequently, magnetising culne has to be

identified during the drive commissioning. The

paper describes tvvo experimental methods for
identification of the magnetising cunte, developed

for rotor flux oriented induction motor drives. The

procedures are verified by extensive

experimentation. Their merits and shortcomings
regarding factory based commissioning and on-site

c ommis s io ning are dis cus s e d.

Keywords:Vector Control /Commissioning/
Parameter ldentification/Magnetising Curve

l.INTRODUCTION

It is often the case in practice that the

inverter and the vector controller are supplied by

one manufacturer, while the machine comes from
another manufacturer or is an existing machine on
the site. Under these conditions it is not possible to

set the parameters of the conffoller in advance and

these have to be set at the site once when the

inverter is connected to the machine. Such a

situation has led to the development of the so-

called self-commissioning procedures for vector

controlled induction machines [1,2]. The rnain idea
behind this concept is that all the parameters of the

induction machine, required for vector control, are
identified experimentally, by the controller itself.
Once when the controller is initiated, a few tests

are performed that enable calculation of the

requiied parameters. The procedure of testing and
calculation is done automatically following the first

enabling of the controller. If the machine is already

coupled to a load, the tests that enable
identification of the parameters of the motor

equivalent circuit should be performed at standstill.
Alternatively, when the load is not connected,
parameter identification may be performed with

appropriate procedures developed for a running

machine. The inertia of the machine and the load,

that is needed in order to set up the parameters of

the PI speed controller, is calculated during the first

test run of the drive.
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The other possible case that occurs in

practice is that the complete drive is delivered by a

iingle manufacturer. In such a case commissioning

has to be performed in the factory, prior to the

delivery of the drive. Requirements on factory

based commissioning are less stringent as, in

general, both a better qualified personnel is

available and a wider range of laboratory

equipment exists. The requirement that

commissioning is performed using the same PWM

inverter that will be used in subsequent on-site

operation of the drive remains. flowever, the motor

iJ in this case normally not coupled to the load and

parameter identification by suitable tests developed

for a running machine is always possible.
Identification of induction machine

parameters at standstill is always performed by

applying single-phase supply to the machine' In

principle, two types of excitation may be applied-

The first one is DC. From applied DC voltage and

resulting DC steady-state current one finds the

value of the stator resistance. Determination of the

remaining parameters is then based most frequently

on ffansient current responses that follow

application of the DC voltage. Self-commissioning
schemes that rely on this approach are available for

both voltage-fed [3-5] and current-fed [6-8] rotor

flux oriented induction machines (vector control of

a curent-fed machine asks for a smaller number of

parameters). Some of these parameter identification

schemes are at present too complicated to be

incorporated into a true self-commissioning
procedure, as they require substantial amount of

signal processing (for example, t6l involves
application of pseudo-random binary-sequence
voltage excitation and requires an adaptive
observer; the method of [7] relies on maximum
likelihood estimation) and are therefore better

classified as off-line parameter identification
methods that could be used during factory based

commissioning. The others, such as those described

in [1-5,8] may be regarded as true self-
commissioning schemes. The second method of
parameter identification at standstill utilises
standstill frequency response tests, where the

applied single-phase excitation is AC rather than
DC L9-1r1.

Parameter identification methods are not
restricted to standstill tests' It is possible to use
various testing procedures, developed for a running
machine, to identify the parameters. Method
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described in lI2l enables identification of all the
parameters (except stator resistance) from
measurements of fundamental and higher
harmonics. An extremely simple procedure for
rotor time constant tuning in the indirect rotor flux
oriented induction machines, described in [13], is
based on the tests performed while the machine is
running under no-load conditions in the torque
mode.

It should be noted that accuracy of
parameter determination in both on-site self-
commissioning procedures and in offline
identification techniques, that are suitable for

factory based commissioning, depends on sample
rate selection, quantization errors, resolution and
accuracy of sensors, etc. [14]. Thus it appears that
completely accurate identification is actually not
possible and that all the parameters will be
identified, regardless of the employed method, with
some erTof.

The type of the vector control that has
gained the firm ground in industrially available
products is the indirect rotor flux oriented control
of a current-fed machine. This method of vector
control requires knowledge of the slip gain only
when the drive is designed for operation in the base
speed region only tl5l. However, in many
applications rotor flux reference is varied for one
reason or the other and is therefore not a constant.
In such a case knowledge of the rated rotor time

constant value is insufficient for correct field
orientation under all the operating conditions.
Variation of the rotor flux reference is used when a
rotor flux oriented induction machine is operated
with maximum efficiency 116,171, when
development of an increased short-term transient
torque with limited current capability of the
converter is required [8,19], or when accelerated
build-up of the rotor flux is to be achieved [20].
The most frequently met case of variation of rotor
flux reference' is the operation in the field
weakening region, where rotor flux reference has to
be reduced below rated value f21,221. Decrease in
rotor flux reference is usually in inverse proportion
to the rotor speed [23], although this is not optimal
from the point of view of the torque capability

12r,221.
Variation of the rotor flux reference

implies variable level of main flux saturation in the
machine. Magnetising inductance of the machine is
therefore a variable parameter, determined with the
instantaneous level of saturation. Although it is
possible to perform on-line identification of the
magnetising inductance [24], such an approach is
usually not satisfactory as the variation in the
saturation level is rapid. An alternative approach,
that enables correct setting of the stator d-axis
cuffent reference for each value of the rotor flux

reference, consists of embedding the magnetising
curve of the machine in the control system 125-271.
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This approach requires identification of the

magnetising curve during factory based

commissioning or during on-site commissioning of

the drive.
Identification of the magnetising curve,

using vector control system and PWM inverter, has

been discussed extensively in recent past

14,8,10,28-32). A method, ideal for self-

commissioning, should enable identification at

standstill with either single-phase AC or DC

supply, it should require measurement of stator

currents and DC voltage only, and it should be

accurate. Additionally, an important consideration

is the complexity of the algorithm. If it is aimed at

on-site commissioning, it should be possible to add

the algorithm within the existing digital controllers,
so that its implementation needs to be simple.
Unfortunately, a method that satisfies all these

requirements is not available at present. If
identification is performed with -DC excitation at

standstill, statistical methods, such as recursive

least squares [4,281, have to be used in data
processing. As voltages are reconstructed rather

than measured, it is necessary to pre-determine
inverter non-linear characteristic by appropriate
tests, prior to the magnetising curve identification

[4,28,291. Accuracy of the method significantly
deteriorates below certain magnetising curent
value 14,28,291, due to the pronounced impact of
inverter lock-out time on identification results. This

technique is therefore regarded as inappropriate for

magnetising curve identification [30]. Another

similar method, that performs identification at
standstill using single-phase AC supply, is
described in [31]. Problems regarding inverter non-
linearity and lock-out time are very much the same
as when DC voltage is used.

If measurement of stator voltages is
acceptable, it is possible to avoid use of statistical
methods and to perform identification purely from
measurement data using either single-phase AC

[10] or DC t8l supply. Methods of this group [8,10]
are applicable during the drive commissioning if
the voltage sensors are available. This is however
rarely the case.

Approaches to the magnetising curvq
identification, described in 132-341 are not really
suitable for either factory based commissioning or
on-site commissioning of the drive. Identification
of the magnetising curve, described in [32], is
based on the broad-band excitation method, and
requires injection of multiple frequency supply into
machine stator terminals. Method of [33], although
apparently very accurate, is not based on the
inverter supply and is usually not applicable as it
requires that neutral point of the stator star
connected winding is accessible. Magnetising
curve identification method of [34] has a number of

shortcomings when its wider applicability is
considered. It requires existence of a controllable



load (a DC generator) that has to be coupled to the

induction motor. It is therefore not applicable in

on-site commissioning. Additionally, it is not

possible to identify the magnetising curve below

approximately 0.5 p.u. stator d-axis current

."f"t"n." as the identification takes place in loaded

operation.
The purpose of this paper is to describe

two experimental methods of magnetising curve

identification in rotor flux oriented induction

machines. Both methods have a couple of common

features. Firstly, the same PWM inverter, that will

be used in subsequent operation of a vector

controlled induction machine, is utilised in the

identification process. Secondly, the supply is

three-phase rather than single-phase. Thirdly'

identification is always based on steady-state
measurements. Finally, testing is performed in a

running machine under no-load conditions- The

first method is a recent development [35]' that

appears to be extremely well suited to the factory

based commissioning. The second method makes

use of a special identification function, that was

originally proposed in [36] for on-line rotor time

constant identification, and is characterised with
excellent accuracy. The methods are described,
their accuracy is evaluated by experiments, and

merits and shortcomings of each of them are

evaluated with respect to their suitability for

factory based and on-site commissioning.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DRIVE

As already noted, commercially available
vector controllers typically rely on indirect feed-
forward method of rotor flux oriented control [15].
For operation in the field-weakening region rotor

flux reference is varied using the pre-programmed
1aw,

r l t i = r y n , a B l @ , ( 1 )

where indices n and B denote the rated
value of rotor flux and base speed at which field

weakening starts, respectively.
Operation with reduced rotor flux leads to

an increase in the magnetising inductance in the
machine. If the stator d-axis current reference is to

be correctly set, it is necessary to compensate for
the variation of main flux saturation in the
machine, by including the inverse magnetising

curve in the control system [25]. As shown in[25),
an indirect feed-forward rotor flux oriented

controller with partial compensation of main flux

saturation is described with the following
equations:

(2)

(3)

@)
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Kr= I),,,,,f T], and rr--(z1z)e t,,,,, lt*,, ate

constants. The index ru identifies magnetising flux,
cuffent and inductance. An asterisk denotes

reference values, while the rotor leakage time

constant is r], = t* f ni ' The sYmbols

7", a", and i stand for torque, angular slip

frequency and curent, respectively. An indirect

vector controller, described by (2)-(5)' ignores the

cross-saturation effect and neglects the change in

the ratio of magnetising inductance to rotor

inductance in (a)-(5) [25].
If the rotor speed is assumed to vary much

more slowly than the electromagnetic transients,

then the rate of change of the rotor flux reference in

(2)-(3) is slow. It is therefore possible to further

simplify (2)-(3), by neglecting the rate of change of

rotor flux reference. Hence:

tlt,, =tlI , iL =i*(v,).6)
It should be Pointed out that this

approximation has no impact on any of the two

methods of the magnetising curve identification

described here. It merely reflects the actual

structure of the controller in a commercially

available drive [37], used in the experiments.
If rated magnetising current is taken as an

independent input into the system, it is possible to

introduce the normalised rotor flux value and

normalised inverse magnetising curve. The indirect

feed-forward rotor flux oriented controller then

takes the form shown in Fig. l,1371. The constant

Kz and the variable rotor flux reference value,

required for generation of the stator q-axis current

reference in (5), are taken care of by the PI speed

controller. The stator d-axis current reference is

generated as the product of the rated value and a

per unit value. The per unit value is obtained at the

output of the inverse magnetising curve as a

function of the per unit rotor flux reference (which

is a function of speed). All the per unit values in

Fig. 1 are identified with the index pu. Slip gain of
the drive (denoted in Fig. 1 as SGD) is a constant
parameter, given

x  l l  x  \

SGD = L,u l \7 , ,V n,  )  .

from (4) with

The rated magnetising current can be
relatively accurately estimated from the rated stator

current and rated power factor for low to medium
power machines. Altematively, it can be

experimentally determined by running the machine

in vector control mode under no-load conditions at
the rated frequency. If the fundamental voltage
component is measured for different settings of the

stator d-axis culTent reference, the rated

magnetising cuffent will correspond to the value of

the stator d-axis current reference that yields the

rated voltage at the machine terminals' Rated

(s)tr,=U rr)r) lvi
where

x  *  x l

Vu,=V,  +  Io t -d t l l r  f  d t

. *  I  \  / . r , *  \ - *  +  |
i,t, = i,,,\V,,,) +\ll L"", )T* dtY , f dt

* * l *

a,t = Kriq, f vt,.
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magnetising cunent was in this study determined
using the former approach.

Correct operation of the control system of
Fig. 1 at speeds above rated requires knowledge of
the machine's magnetising curve. It is therefore
necessary to identify this curve during
commissioning of the drive.

3. MAGNETISING CURVE
IDENTIFICATION: METHOD 1.

The first identification method requires
knowledge of the rated magnetising current and the
stator leakage inductance. The complete indirect
vector controller of Fig. 1 is used, including the
unknown magnetising curve. Identification is
performed under no-load conditions, by operating
the machine in the field weakening region at
different speeds. Measurement of the fundamental
component of the stator voltage is required.

Implementation of the scheme of Fig. 1
requires analytical representation of the inverse
magnetising curve. Many functions, of different
complexity, can be selected. The method does not
depend on the selected type of the analytical
function. However, from the practical point of
view, it is desirable to use the simplest possible
representation.

io,n

Fig. 1. Indirect feed-forwardvector
controller of an industrial drive [37] with

compensation of main flux saturation.
As the curve is given in terms of per unit

values, a convenient choice is the following simple
two-parameter function :

i*(pu) = aV m1pu1 + (l - a)vlb., n,t . e )

Coefficients a atd b are unknown and
they have to be determined by the process of the
experimental magnetising curve identification.
Examination of the functional dependence given in
(7) shows that, the influence of the parameter b on
the inverse magnetising curve approxima{.ion is
very small for flux values of interest, from zero up
to I p.u.. The influence of parameter a is dominant
in this region.

Ltt the machine operate in the field
weakening region, with the rotor flux reference
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value given by (1). The stator d-axis current
reference is then determined by

*  I  /  *  \ /  \
ia ,  : \V, ,1 L, , ) \a t  l t t t ) ,  (8)

where L,,* is a variable parameter, whose value for
each speed setting depends on the actual values of
parameters a atd b of the inverse magnetising
curve approximation (7) implemented in the
controller of Fig. 1. As the machine operates under
no-load conditiorp, the value of the slip gain
parameter (SGD) is inelevant, as the stator q-axis
current command is zero. Mechanical and
fundamental harmonic iron losses are neglected,
and the rotor electrical speed of rotation a.l is
regarded as equal to the stator fundamental angular
frequency at". Regardless of the value of the
magnetising inductance used in the controller, the
orientation angle error is zero under such an
idealised no-load operation. The steady-state stator
voltage equations for fundamental harmonic

v4., = R'il., - a 
"V 

qs (9)
vn ,=Rr in , *a rVa ,

therefore reduce to

v 7, = Rri), v r, 
= aLri)r, (10)

where a=a" is accourited for and

reference and actual stator d-axis currents are equal
due to absence of an orientation angle error. The
magnitude of the fundamental component of stator
voltage follows from (10),

=i;,R *(rtnf ,  (11)
where L, is stator self-inductance.

Provided that the speed at which field weakening is
initiated, an, is sufficiently high, the stator
resistance in (li) can be neglected. The peak value
of the fundamental stator voltage is then from (8)
and (l 1)

Taking the product of the rated rotor flux
and base speed as I p.u., equation (12) can be re-
written as per unit voltage in the field weakening
region,

v = v * a B ^ *

, ,  - L o ,  - L ,, 0 , -  
t , '  n ,

(r2)

(  l3 )

If the inverse magnetising curve
approximation in the controller exactly matches the
actual magnetising curve, then at all speeds

L,,=t^. Variation of voltage in (13) with

increase in speed is then negligibly small and is

only due to variation in the term Lo, I fin, as

magnetising inductance in the controller changes
from the rated value towards the unsaturated value.
However, if the inverse magnetising curve
approximation is incorrect, the variation in voltage
of (13) can be substantial. This is confirmed by

N^

I l"' ,j, +rf,,



performing the following experiment (experimental
set-up is described in [35]). Parameters a and b of
(7) are arbitrarily selected and the machine is
operated as vector controlled (using the controller
of Fig. 1) in the field-weakening region under no-

load conditions. Fundamental components of the

stator line-to-line voltage and stator current are
measured for different operating speeds. Figure 2
illustrates measurement results (fundamental

components of the stator line-to-line voltage and

stator current in terms of rms values) for two values

of coefficient a of (1), with D = 7. Cases with a = I
(saturation ignored in the controller) and a = 0.7
(magnetising curve too saturated) are shown. The

base speed is selected as 1150 rpm, while the rated
synchronous speed of the machine is 1500 rpm- If

the main flux saturation is neglected in the
controller (a = l), the stator voltage increases in the

field weakening region, so that the voltage margin
available for current control reduces (Fig. 2a). If

saturation is over-compensated (a = 0.7), the

voltage in the field weakening decreases (Fig. 2a).

The stator d-axis current is reduced too much (Fig.

2b), leading to a decrease in the motor's torque

capability. Thus only correct setting of parameters

of the inverse magnetising curve (hete a and b)

enables operation with the correct voltage margin
necessary for curent control, with torque capability

of the motor preserved.
The stator d-axis current reference and the

measured fundamental component of the stator no-

load current coincide, Fig. 2b. Stator current

measurement is thus not necessary, as the stator d-

axis current reference can be used instead.
180

160

E ,ao
Eo t20

! roo
.= ,ru
f 6 0
.E 40

20
0

'
v v

v  Y v '
' V V t V v V

1000 1500
Speed (rpm)

E a=l V a=0.7

Fig.2a. Measured fundamental components of
stator voltage, for b = 7 and two values of

parameter a (stator d-axis current reference rms
vnlues included in (b)).

On the basis of the theoretical

considerations, the following procedure is

suggested. Parameters a and b are arbitrarily
selected and a variable frequency no-load test is
performed in the field weakening region. Figure 3a

illustrates a set of experimental results, obtained
using a procedure identical to the one described in

conjunction with Fig. 2. Field weakening is

initiated at 1150 rym and fundamental stator

voltage is measured for various values of the

coefficient a in the control system, with b = 7. As
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discussed in conjunction with (13)' accurate
representation of the inverse magnetising curve
will lead to a practically constant value of the
fundamental stator voltage in the field weakening
reglon.

O
'1

looo 1500 2000 2500
Speed (rym)

t Masured curent - ids*
*ids+ a Masuredcutrent

Fig. 2.b Measuredfundamental of stator no-load

current , for b = 7 and two values of parameter a
(stator d-axis current reference rms values

included in (b)).

Thus, by performing measurements for

various values of coefficients a andb' it is possible

to determine the most appropriate pait a, b purely

by visual inspection of the measured voltage

curves. From Fig. 3a the flattest voltage curve

results for a = 0.9 with b =7.

A more exact aPProach involving

calculations based on (11), can be used for

determination of the magnetising inductance as a

function of the magnetising curent (i.e., stator d-

axis current reference). Ifthe stator resistance is not

known, it is neglected. The magnetising inductance

is obtained from (l l) as:
v l

L , ,  =11 ; -  Lo , .
w t ,-as

(14)

It is necessary to measure only the

fundamental component of the stator voltage, v.

The speed of rotation equals the set speed and the

stator d-axis current reference is used instead ofthe

measured stator no-load current. For each set of
points of Fig. 3a, that correspond to one pair of

values of a and b, the magnetising inductance is

calculated using (14) at all speeds. The inverse
magnetising curve of the machine, calculated in

this way, is shown in Fig. 3b. Figure 3b includes
data obtained with all of the parameter a values

used in Fis. 3a (b =1).

Fig. 3a. Measured fundamental stator voltage for b
= 7 and dffirent settings of parameter a
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Fig. 3b. Calculated inverse magnetising curve (all
values are tms).

Figure 3b shows that, regardless of the
setting of the parameters a and b in the indirect
vector controller, the identified points will always
belong to the same curve. It is therefore sufficient
to cary out the no-load test in the field weakening
region with a single set of values of parameters a
and b and then to calculate the inverse magnetising
curve using (14). Fitting of the curve of Fig. 3b
yields the required values as a = 0.9 and b =7.
These values are the same as those that follow from
Fig. 3a without any calculations (the flattest
behaviour of the measured voltage in the field-
weakening region, with all the values close to 1
p.u.l.

Selection of the speed at which field
weakening is started is rather arbitrary. This is
confirmed by another experiment, that fully
corresponds to those described in the previous sub-
section. Field weakening is now initiated at 650
rpm and the tests are conducted up to a speed of
around four times base speed. The inverse
magnetising curve, calculated under these
conditions by means of (14), is shown in Fig. 4.
Overlapping of Figs. 4 and 3b shows that the two
curves coincide. Figure 4 includes results of the
standard no-load test, performed with variable
voltage, 50 Hz sinusoidal supply. Agreement
between the data obtained by two different
experimental procedu

4

E

'5

0
0 0 .1  0 .2  0 .3

Magnetising flux (Wb)

| . P.opo."a p.*.au* x stundurd *Gd ml

Fig. 4. Inverse magnetising cut've reconstructed

from voltage measurements, using 650 rpm as the
base speed, and curve obtainedfrom standard no-

load test with sinusoidql 50 Hz supply.
This identification procedure is

qharacterised with the following features. It
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requires that the machine can run under no-load
conditions, that the fundamental component of the
stator voltage can be measured (this is the only
required measurement), and that the stator leakage
inductance is known. It is extremely simple and it
actually does not require any calculation as the pure
visual inspection of the measurement results can be
used to determine the most appropriate coefficients
of the inverse magnetising curve approximation.
The procedure is ideal for commissioning in
factory and, as far as the on-site commissioning is
concerned, it is only necessary that the load is not
coupled and that a spectrum analyser is available
on the site.

4. MAGNETISING CURVE
IDENTIFICATION: METHOD 2

This method once more requires that the
stator d-axis current reference can be varied.
Measurement of only those quantities that are
normally measured anyway in a vector controlled
drive (stator currents and DC link voltage) is
required. Stator voltages are"reconsffucted from
known switching functions of the inverter and the
measured DC link voltage. Information on
measured stator currents and reconstructed stator
voltages is further used to calculate a conveniently
defined identification function. This function is
defined in such a way that its value is independent
of stator resistance and inverter lock-out time and it
was proposed originally for on-line rotor time
constant identification [36]. The special form ofthe
identification function enables, as shown in what
follows, direct calculation of the magnetising
.curve. The only required parameters of the machine
are total leakage inductance and the rated value of
the rotor time constant. These parameters have to
be determined prior to the magnetising curve
identification. Identification is performed at a
certain constant speed ofrotation (in contrast to the
method described in the previous section), under
steady-state no-load operating conditions, by
performing a series of simple calculations for
different values of the stator d-axis current
reference.

Let the measured values of stator currents
and DC link voltage be io,i6,i, and Vr.. Stator
voltages are not measured and therefore they have
to be reconstructed using measured value of the DC
link voltage and known binary control signals fed
to the inverter power switches (i.e. switching
functions). Let the reconstructed stator phase
voltages be v n,v u, u.. Dup to the reconstruction of
the stator voltages, the problem of the lock-out time
of power switches is faced. That is, the lock-out
time causes a difference betweeri the reconstructed
voltage values and the actual voltages across the
motor. Any function that is to be selected for
identification purposes should therefore be of such



a form that the discrepancy between reconstructed
and actual voltages due to lock-out time effect does
not affect its value. As it is intended to use
reconstructed voltages in the formulation of the
function for the magnetising curve identification,
stator resistance will inevitably appear in this
function. It is desirable to formulate the function in
such a way that knowledge of the stator resistance
is not required, as this is a varying parameter. The
identification function therefore needs to be
selected in such a way that the knowledge of the
stator resistance is not necessary and that the

difference between actual and' reconstructed stator
voltages due to lock-out time does not affect the

value of the function. One such function has been
proposed in [36] as a convenient choice for the
process of on-line rotor resistance estimation in
vector controlled induction machines. The function
is defined as

F I v o. v 6.v r. i o.i 6. i. ) = F(1,,!, ) = i 
" I 

r ra, n i 6[ v 6dt + i, 
t 

v rdt

(15 )

where underlined symbols denote space vectors of

stator voltage and stator cunent, while indices a, b,
c stand for the three stator phases. As shown in

[36], this function satisfies the two above stated
requirements. Stator voltages can be written as

v o  = R , i o + d r y , f d t ,  r b =  R , i u + d Y u f d t ,

v, = R"i, + dty, f dt.
(16)

so that

(r'7)
=iotYo+i6t t l6+iNc

as sum of the three stator currents equals
zero at any instant of time. After performing the

co-ordinate transformation, ( 17) becomes

F(1, ,  i "  )  = i  a ,V a,  + i  q ,V q, ( 1 8 )

Identification function F of (18) can be

expressed in a convenient way in terms of the rotor

flux d-q axis components as

"  L . , r  "  " \
F ( t " , i . ) =  oL , i (  + l L \ va , i ) ,  +  v tq , i ; , )  ( 19 )

L .

where

o=l--rl,,l@,t,) is the total leakage coefficient

of the machine and -L" and l, are stator and rotor

self-inductances, respectively. Note that

oL, = Lo, + L* alwaYs holds true for any

induct ion machine.
If correct field orientation is

maintained in all the operating conditions, then

\/ n, 
= 0 atd ty o, = yr, . Furlhermore' in any steady

state Yr = L,,iL. Hence (19) becomes
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/  \ "  t . * "
F (y, ,t_ ,) 

= ( Lo, + Lo, )i: * ," i o, (20)
L,

Stator current can be easily calculated

from the known stator d-q axis current references

Equation (20) suggests the

following procedure for the magnetising curve

identification. The machine is allowed to run at

certain constant speed in closed-loop speed mode

under no-load conditions. A series of steady-state
measurements are performed for different values of

the stator d-axis current reference' Value of the

function F is evaluated for each setting of the stator

d-axis current reference using (15). The first term

on the right hand side of (20) is at first calculated
on the basis of known stator d-q axis current
references and total leakage inductance, and is

further deducted from the appropriate function F

value. Maghetising inductance is then obtained by

equating the second term on the right-hand side of
(20) to this difference. Magnetising characteristic,

obtained from (20), is of the form

L* = f (i,,)where i,, = iL is assumed.

Magnetising curve is finally obtained as

v* = Ln,i)r.
It is important to emPhasise that

identification of the magnetising curve, using (20)

and the described procedure, assumes that correct

field orientation is maintained during

measurements. This could only be possible if the

calculation of the reference slip in Fig. 1 would

account for the non-linearity of the magnetising
curve. At the identification stage magnetising curve

is not known and therefore calculation of the

reference slip will always be inaccurate to a smaller
or greater extent. One could be inclined to say that

calculation of the slip reference is irrelevant as the

testing is performed under no-load conditions (so

that stator q-axis current reference and slip

reference are sufficiently close to zero). This is

however not the case at low settings of the

reference stator d-axis current (unless the speed at

which testing is performed is sufficiently small, as

shown later). Experiments show that in this region
noload losses can produce such a stator q-axis

cuffent reference, which, combined with incorrect

setting of the slip gain, leads to detuned operation.
Setting of the slip reference during experiments is

discussed in more detail shortlY.
Principles of magnetising curve

identification are developed under the assumption
that the existence of the iron losses and mechanical

losses can be ignored. As the indirect vector

controller neglects both types of losses, stator q-

axis current reference inevitably has a non-zero

value even under no-load conditions. Iron losses

depend on the frequency of the supply, while

mechanical losses are a function of the speed of

rotation. It is therefore obvious that the speed at

F(y"'i, ) = i oty n + i6r1t 6 + ictt/, + R s I Q 
" 

+ i6 + i rpt =

1 )
I d r + t q , t r6 * lqs
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which testing is performed should be selected as
low as possible.

Described identification procedure was
experimentally tested using the commercially
available indirect feed-forward rotor flux oriented
controller [37]. Original structure of the control
system is the one in Fig. 1. As magnetising curve
of the machine is not known, it had to be bypassed
in the controller of Fig. I during measurements.
Stator d-axis cuffent reference is therefore taken as
an independent input into the system. It is varied in
all the experiments (unless otherwise stated) from
0.2 to l."l of the rated value, with 0.1 step (rated
value of the stator d-axis current is 0.52 p.u. on the
rated stator cuffent base; range of stator d-axis
cuffent varlauon is therefore

;* e [O.ro+, 0.88a] p. u.). It should be noted that

the induction motor was in all the experiments
coupled to a DC machine for the reason that is
beyond the scope of this paper. The net
consequence of this is the significantly higher value
of the mechanical losses. Correct calculation of the
reference slip in Fig. 1 requires knowledge of the
magnetising curve, that is at present unknown.
Consequently, calculation of the slip reference is
bound to be inaccurate to some extent. Experiments
are performed with two different methods of
calculating the reference slip:
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involve digital integration of the internal voltage

commands, the parasitic DC component remains
due to the offset of current sensors and the
imperfection of the PWM chain and the VSI

components. As proved in [36], the average value
of the proposed identification function (15) is not

sensitive to the offset of the voltage integrators.
Therefore, the integration is performed by simple

saturable integrators that prevent the clipping of

the output wave-forms, leaving at the same time the
parasitic DC component. As the offset does not

affect the average value of (15) over several
periods of the fundamental frequency [36], the

function (15) is averaged within I second interval
for each measurement point (i.e., for

;i e [o.io+, o.ssa] p.u.).
Magnetising curve of the induction motor

was at first determined using standard noload test
with variable voltage 50 Hz sinusoidal supply.

Figure 6 displays magnetising characteristic and

corresponding magnetising inductance, obtained
in this way. Abscissa is given in Fig. 6 and all the
subsequent figures in terms of the relative value of
the stator d-axis current reference with respect to

the rated stator d-axis culrent references, ia,lian .

All the relevant results of the identification
procedure are plotted to the same scales as Fig. 6.
Direct overlapping of corresponding figures thus
enables direct comparison of the accuracy of the
proposed procedure. Actual measurement and/ or
identification points are in all the figures denoted
with a circle or a square.

ia,* ia"*

Fig.5. Structure of the control systenx
used in the experiments:

Method l: al, : 1SG)t r,; Method 2:
*  +  l +

t ;[dr7 = (JU,, )t ,], f 
t a,

ai, = 1sc)in,
*  I  \  *  / +

a,,  =\SG,) io,  f  ia,

Reasoning behind this selection is as
follows. For small stator d-axis current references
calculation of the slip reference according to the
first method of (21) gives a too low value of the
slip reference (with respect to the correct one).
while calculation according to the second method
of (21) gives a too high value of the slip reference.

The opposite holds true for i^ > io,,.The errors in

the identified magnetising curve (if any) are
therefore expected to be of opposite signs for these
two methods of the slip reference calculation.
Figure 5 illustrates controller structure used in the
experimental magnetising curve identification.

In each test-point value of the function F
is determined using (15). Rather than being
measured, stator voltages are reconstructed from
the PWM pattern and the DC link voltage. The
stator current feedback is acquired by scaling and
filtering the signals from the drive curent sensors.
These signals are used for the evaluation of (15).
Digital filtering and conditioning of the current
feedback is aimed to filter out the ripple and the
commutation noise, and affects in no way the
average value of the identification function F. The
problem encountered most frequently in the

process of deriving the flux from the motor

terminal quantities is the offset of the voltage

integrators. Although the proposed calculations

sc =rf (r)i..,)' (21)
SG,, = lf 7,,

1l a' t*.

l (
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Fig.6. Magnetising curve and
magnetising inductance obtained from standard

no-load test with sinusoidal supply.
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Fig.7 . Function F values for 375 rym and

1050 rpm tests for both methods of slip reference
calculation.

An important conclusion that follows from

Fig. 8 is that at 1050 rpm a substantially higher
stator q-axis current reference is required for any
setting of the stator d-axis current reference and
regardless of the method of the reference slip
calculation. This is a consequence of an increase in

the iron and mechanical losses at 1050 rpm, when

compared to the losses at375 rpm. Values of stator
q-axis current reference become especially high at
1050 rpm for very low settings of the stator d-axis
current reference, where mechanical losses are
dominant.

lqs* at 375 rpm
0.1
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Eo.o+
0.02

0
0  0 . 2  0 . 4  0 . 6  0 . 8  1  1 . 2  1 . 4 ' 1 . 6  1 . 8
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Fig. 8a. Variation of stator q-ax.is current
reference at 375 rpm for the both methods of the

slip r efe renc e c alc ulation.
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Fig. 8b. Variation of stator q-axis current
reference at 1050 rpm (b) for the both methods of

the slip reference calculation.
Values of function F of Fig. 7 and stator

q-axis current reference ofFig. 8 are further used to
reconstruct the magnetising curve of the machine

i 5
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+ No-load test with sine supply

Fig.6. Magnetising curve and
magnetising inductanc e obtained from standard

no-load test with sinusoidal supply.
Test were performed initially at two

speeds of rotation, selected quite arbitrarily as 375
rpm and 1050 rpm, under no-load conditions. It
should be noted that, as identification process
includes magnetising cuffent values higher than
rated, the highest possible speed at which one can
attempt the identification is limited by the voltage
reserve of the inverter. On the basis of the previous
discussion one can expect that the results of the
identification will be better at the lower of the two
speeds. Indeed, experimental results confirm this
expectation, as shown shortly.

Figure 7 depicts values of the
identification function F, obtained using (15), for
both speeds of rotation and for both methods of
calculating the slip reference. The four curves
completely overlap, indicating that the function F
is independent of both the speed of rotation and the
method of the slip reference calculation.

Figure 8 shows variation of the stator q-
axis current reference (as relative value with
respect to the rated stator current) for the two
speeds of rotation and for the two methods of the
reference slip calculation.
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by means of (20). Identified magnetising curve is
shown in Fig. 9a for 315 rpm speed and Fig. 9b for
1050 rpm speed. Both methods of slip reference
calculation are considered. At sufficiently high
values of stator d-axis current reference (above 0.5
r2,, at 1050 rpm and above 0.3 ia,o at 375 rpm)
detuning caused by incorrect setting of the slip
reference is negligibly small. Consequently both
methods of the slip reference calculation lead to the
same reconstructed magnetising curve, at both
speeds. Overlapping with Fig. 6 shows excellent
matching. However, for small values of the stator
d-axis current reference detuning becomes
pronounced, so that (20) is essentially not valid any
more. As a consequence, the two methods of the
reference slip calculation give two different
predictions of the magnetising curve that are
positioned at opposite sides of the correct curve.
The stator d-axis current reference threshold value
below which discrepancies start to occur is

i o, = O5i o* for 1050 rpm and io, = 0.3i0",, for 375
qrm. Furthermore, deviations of the reconstructed
curve from the correct one at very low stator d-axis
cuffent reference setting are much higher at i050
rpm than at 375 rpm. These findings confirm that
the identification should be performed at as low
speed as possible.

In order to further improve the accuracy of
the magnetising curve identification, the third no-
load test is performed. Speed of rotation is reduced
to just 100 rym. Mechanical losses are now made
negligibly small. Consequently, stator q-axis
cuffent reference is so small even in the region of
the low stator d-axis current reference, that it
becomes irrelevant which method of the slip
reference calculation is used. Detuning is
practically completely eliminated and both methods
of slip reference calculation lead to the same
identified magnetising curve. Testing is now
performed for stator d-axis current reference from
0. 1 to 1.7 of the rated value.
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1 l

?0 .75
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o  " . v

6  U . Z 5
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0  0 .2  0 .4  0 .6  0 .8  1  1 .2  1 .4  1  .6  1 .8
lds/ldsn (p.u.)

Fig. 9a. Identified magnetising cutne on the basis
of measurements at 375 rym

Figure 10a displays magnetising curve,
while Fig. lOb shows corresponding magnetising
inductance. Overlapping of Figs. 6a and 10a shows
extremely small differences in the region of very
small stator d-axis current references. Figure 10b
shows that sufficient reduction of the speed at
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which testing is performed enables even
identification of the point of inflexion. This is
known to be a problem with most of the existing
methods [4,29].
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Fig. 9b. Identified magnetising cutre on the basis
of measurements at 1050 rpm

Fig. 10. Identifiedmagnetising cutye at 100 rym.
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Fig. 10. Identffiedmagnetising inductance at 100

This method 
ai!'a"li"u"a 

to offer an
excellent potential for the application in on-site
self-commissioning of vector controlled induction
motor drive. It requires no additional measurements
and the calculation of the identification function F
of (15) is easy to implement within the drive
controller. As all the subsequent calculations
related to (20) are pure algebraic manipulations, the
method can be fully automated at a minimum
expense. The only requirement is that the induction
machine is not already coupled to the load. Of
course, the method can be used in factory based
commissioning as well. Presented experimental
results indicate excellent accuracy of the method at
very low speeds, when only measurements with
one of the two possible ways of setting the slip



reference are required. Successful implementation
of the method requires that total leakage inductance
and the rated rotor time constant (slip gain) are
identified prior to the magnetising curve
identification.

5. CONCLUSION

Two novel methods of magnetising curve
identification in vector controlled induction
machines are presented and experimentally verified
in the paper. Both methods utilise the same PWM
inverter supply that will be subsequently used in
normal operation of the drive, and testing is in both
cases performed in the running machine under no-
load conditions. In the first method, testing is
performed in the field weakening region, at various
operating speeds, and reduction of the stator d-axis
current reference is achieved automatically by
increasing the operating speed above the base
speed. The only additional measurement required is
the one of the stator voltage fundamental
component. The method is extremely simple as
identification can be performed without any
calculations. As the application of the method
requires a spectrum analyser, its primary area of
application is likely to be factory based
commissioning.

The second method requires no additional
measurements, but it requires inclusion of an

appropriate software for the identification
algorithm within the vector controller. All the
calculations involved in the identification
procedure are rather simple, so that the cost of
including such a software within the vector
controller is minimal. Identification is performed at
a constant speed of rotation, that should be as low
as possible for the best accuracy. The method is

characterised with an excellent accuracy, down to
ten percent of the rated magnetising current. It is
primarily aimed at the on-site self-commissioning,
although it can equally be used in the factory based
commissioning.
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DEFINITION AND CALCULATION OF REACTANCES IN ELECTRICAL
MACHINES

Dr Dragan Petrovic, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

l.Introduction
In the analysis of the functioning of

electrical machines various reactances are often
used both in considering stationary states as well
as in transient phenomena. When asynchronous or
synchronous machines are at stake, two analysing
methodologies are usual. In the first case the so-
called phase coordinates are used, where In In the
analysis of the functioning of electrical machines
various reactances are often used both in
considering stationary states as well as in transient
phenomena. When asynchronous or synchronous
machines are at stake, two analysing methodologies
are usual. In the first case the so-called phase
coordinates are used, where every phase or
particular winding are shown with their real
voltages, currents and parameters. In the majority
of cases, instead of the previous manner, the
transformed windings are applied and the
magnitudes by which they are modelled. The most
known is the so-called Park d,q,o transformation
and a series of others [1]. In previous models as an
essential parameter inductivity, i.e. reactances in
various forms and amounts appear. The aim of this
paper is to define various reactances and to explain
their link.

2.Defrnitions and calculations of reactances in
asynchronous and synchronous machines

Since the reactance is the product of
circular frequency and inductivity the problem
reduces to define the inductivity of the machines
under consideration. As the inductivity,by
definition, is the relation between flux inclusion of
the phase observed and the current provoking this
flux, the following inductivities are defined for one
multy-phase machine.

a- inductivity due to flux scattering
b- inductivity due to flux passing through

air-gap ( the main inductivity).

The inductivity due to flux scattering (L1)
of the phase under consideration depends on the
form and dimensions of grooves where the parts of
this phase are located, is calculated on the basis of
data about the windings and the machine
dimensions [2]. This part of inductivity of the
windings does not change for two mentioned
manners,of machine modelling, so that we will not

deal with them. The rhain flux (D passing through
air-gap is involved by particular phases and one or
more phases take part in its creation. The
correspondiirg main inductivity (or eigen-
inductivity) ofphase 1 is defined as:

uIl
Lt=! ! ,

t1

where Yr=krN1@ is the flux involvement
of phase I having the number of windings N1 and
winding factor k1, through which current i1 passes.

Flux @ is calculated by means of the maximal
values of induction in 8.1 and the pole surface, i.e.

@=2/rnlB^r, where T are pole steps and / the axial
length of the machine (tins). The induction in the

air-gap of length 5 is Provoked by a

magnetoexciting force (MPS) Fo* ( by a pole), so
that:

F .
B-r =//o jP' o

If this magnetic field is created by a phase
or a winding with winding.... k1, with the number
of windings Nl and culrent 11, then the
corresponding inducrions I:

F*  2J I  N,k , r ,B.r  =&oT=ro; - ; f  =

8N lk l  ,  ,= - - ; - rmr . rOt 
[T]

Dd

To this *u"i*ut value of the induction in...
corresponds the sum of fluxes by a pole:

1  l A r t
e,  = '  B^, t l  =19Jf  N, t , I . ,  . to-? [wu]  (1)'  l t  E D o

Thel flux involvement of the phase
observed amounts to:

y 1  =  N 1 k 1 @ 1  = J 9 { 6 , k 1 ) 2 r . 1  . r o - 7  [ w u ]'  n o d

Thus, the main inductivity
(eigeninductivity) of the phase under consideration
amounls to:

L,  =*=#$,^ , t , y2 . to -7  [H]  Q)

ln a three-phase winding ,where the field
in air-gap is formed by all three phases of induction
in air-gap is:

tr' 
'^ 3 qt"

Bz= Ho?= b-  d  " ' 2  5

so that the corresponding inductivity
(cyclic) is:
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?  ) 4 d
L z  =  a L r = ' -  _ : a ( k l N  ) z  . 1 g t  [ n ]' 2  

i T p a

This is the inductivity of magnetizing in
asynchronous machines or the inductivity of the
reaction of the induct in a synchronous machine.
Multiplied with circuit frequency rrl that inductivity
defines the corresponding reactance X* i.e Xu.

The total reactance of a phase is obtained
when the reactance of scattering Xy is added to the
former main reactance.

It is necessary to mention that the former
inductivities are defined at constant air-gap B and
sinusoidal scattering MPS.

Mutual inductivity of two phases depends
on the electrical angle between the axes of these
two phases o,21 so that the flux involvement of
phase 2 due to the field , created by the current of
phase l:

t{21 :ttI-1cosa21

and the mutual inductivity is then:

Lrt =Y = pl ro, o21 = L pos a 21i l  ^ l z t ,

In three-phase machines (phases 1,2 and
3) utr=2n13, so that je L21=lrt- -Lt/2. If identical
windings of particular phases and fully
symmetrical currents are involved, then
LzFLn-Lzz-LzFLzz-Ln. The windings of phases
can be located on the stator or a rotor or on either
of them. In a general case there are one or more
phases. Iftwo phases are considered I and 2, one of
which (l) is in the stator and the other (2) on the
rotor and 'provided 

they are unsymmetrical, i.e.
Nr*N2 and k1*k2 then the mutual inductivity of
those two windings is calculated from the
expression:

,  Ut ' t r . ,  N ' rkr@
L? l  = - -=LCOSC{r1  =  - - - /COSA11

Jzt,  , l2r t

The air-gap flux @ is created by the
winding current I and is calculated according to
(1), so that: Lzr=Lzr.cos612t. where:

L2t^=1$iN,t ,w ,u)(
o i r ' '  . o

the maximal value of the mutual induction
existing when the axes of phases (windings) | and2
overlap; then the angle between these two axes
azF0. Angle u"zt is changeable because the
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winding 2 turns to the angular speed Q so that
clt,21=f)p1=6s1, which means that the inductivity
121=L216cost0t is the harmonious time function. It is
not difficult to find out that Lu=Lrz. If the stator
magnetic field is cylindrical, then L21. does not
depend on the angle cx,21 since 6 is constant.

Apart from the above described eigen and
mutual inductivities of particular phases, the
inductivities related to the air-gap flux, due to all
phases belonging to the winding of the stator or the
rotor, are defined. So formerly the so-called cyclic
inductivity for three phases on the stator was
defined. Analogously the mutual inductivity was
defined, say, of all stator phases and particular
phases on the rotor, and vice vesa. So we obtain for
the mutual phase inductivity on the stator and the
entire winding on the rotor (with q2 phases) whose
MPS is:

_  _ q z " l 2 I 2 N 2 k 2'2m -  - -
7 T p

i.e. the induction B2*=trraF2-/6, and the
flux of phase 1 on the stator with the rotor field:

tl ' t^ =?'lNtktBz-
(3) n

so that the inductivity is:

L,r -  =  v !  =" , ry  6 ,k ,N,k , )4
" l z l ,  DT t t  " ' 5

This inductivity for q2/2 is greater than the
mutual inductivity of phases on the stator and the
rotor (4), i.e. L'p^=q212l12-. Also, L'21^=e1l2Lu^,
which means that for er*q2 L' p^*L'2y^.

2.I. The inductivities of synchronous
machines with sailent poles

In this type of synchronous machines the
inequality of the air-gap lengths is present. The
smallest length is in the axis of the sailent pole, and
the greatest in the space between two adjacent
poles. This change provokes also the change of the
magnetic resistance, so that the flux of the induct
reaction in air-gap will depend considerably on the
instant position of the rotor. It will vary between
the greatest value obtained when the field axis of
the rotor overlaps with that of the phase under

l4lobservation of the stator and the smallest value at
the axis passing between two poles of the rotor
through the phase axis. So, in the course of the
passing of an entire rotor pole beside the stator
phase the magnetic resistance, and thereby the flux
of it and the inductivity will have a full period of
the change around some mean value. So the



eigeninductivity of phase 1 of the stator can be
expressed in the form:

h = ls + l2cos20 + lacos 40 +...

The usual assumption is that the
inductivity variation is lr, if the mean value ls is
sinusoidal so that only two first terms in the
previous reiation are retained, i.e.

lt = lo + lrcos29 (5)

The mean value of inductivity lo is
determined from expression: 16=(16+lo)/2 where 16
and lo are the greatest and the smallest inductivities
of the phase observed obtained when d i.e. q axes
of the rotor overlap with its axis. They are
calculated in such a way that primarily the sum of
the flux of the induct reactance with respct to d and
q axes is found thereby taking into consideration
the unequal magnetic resistance along these two
axes, so that according to (2 la=lrka and lo=l,ko
where k6 and ko are the co-makers of the field form
of the reactance of induct d, i.e. the q axis [2].
Amplitude 12 of the inductivity change 11 in
expression (5) is determined as 12=(16-lo)/2.

Mutual inductivity of the stator phases of
this type of machine varies also around one mean
value with the double value of angle 0 of position
d of the rotor axis and phase axis 1 on the stator, so
that [2] : 112=las*lnecos(20-2n/3) where l,s=-ld)
and I12 '=1,  i .s . '

I r z= -1 ol 2+lzc o s (20 -2n / 3)
(6)

Mutual phase inductivity of stator ( I ) and
rotor(2) is a function of angle 0 and its greatest
value is determined by means of relation (4). An
excitation winding (fl exists on the synchronous
machine rotor whose axis overlaps with axis d of
the pole; as usual two equivalent dumping
windings ,one of which (D) overlaps with axis d
and the other (Q) with the axis q of the rotor. The
amplitudes of their mutual inductivities with the
stator phases are calculated by means ofexpression
(4) where index I is substituted by a, b or c, and
index 2 by f, D or Q.

3. Matrices of inductivity in phase coordinates

The asynchronous machine has three
phases on the stator with marks a,b,c and three
equivalent phases on rotor A,B,C.

The matrix of all inductivities for phase

coordinates would be:
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[L]=

luu lu6 lu" lu4 lug 1.6

lou lou lu lra lue luc

l"u 1"6 1"" 1"4 l"g 1"6

leu leo le" laa lae lac

leu lso ls" lgA lee lec

lcu lcu lc" lca lce lcc

Here all eigeninductivities are the
constants and they are calculated by means of
expression (2). The mutual inductivities of the
stator or rotor phases are also constant and they are
determined by expression (3). The mutual
inductivities of stator and rotor phases depend on

angle 0 and their amplitudes are calculated by
expression (4).

Synchronous machines with a roller
rotor where the exciting winding f is, and the
dumping windings D and Q have a similar matrix
of inductivity (7) of asynchronous machine:

[t-] =

luu lub lu"  laf  laD laQ

lbu lbb lb"  lbf  lbD lbQ

lcu lcb lcc lc f  l "D l "Q

lfu ltu lf" lff lfD lfQ

lo" lou 1o" lor  loo loQ

leu leo le" let lqo lqq

Here lpq=l6q=0 because d and q are tle
axes shifted for n/2. The amplitudes of particular
inductivities of this matrix are calculated
analogously to that of matrix (7).

Synchronous machine with silent poles
has a matrix of inductivity like matirx (8) ,but
particular elements of the maffix differ
consid_erably. There are eigen and mutual
inductivities of the stator phase depending on the
rotor position, i.e. on angle 0 and they are
calculated by means of expressions (5) and (6)
respectively. As well as in matrix (8) and eigen
and mutual inductivities of the rotor winding do not
depend on angle 0; they are calculated in the
already described manner.

4. Inductivities and reactances of machines in
the transformed d,qro system

In a majority of cases the analysis of the
work of synchronous, and often of asynchrous
machines, is made with transformed magnitudes
and parameters instead of with their real
values.Most often the so-called d,q,0 Park's
coordinate system or, i.e. Blondel's systems are
applied. By applying these transformations [1,3]
the inductivities, i.e. reactances change. Instead of

(7)

(8)
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the inductivity matrix (8) for a synchronous
machine with sailent poles the following matrix is
arrive at:
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If the reduction of the rotor size at the
stator side [4] is made then we arrive at a simple
reactance matrix:

lxl=

x s O  0  0  0  0
0  x a  0  x u 4 x u 6 0

0 0 x ^ 0  0 x " ^
Y * Y

0 x u 6 0  x 1  x u 6 0

0  x u 6 0  x u 6 x p  0

0 0 x " ^ 0  0 x n
Y

In synchronous machines with a roller
rotor as well as in asynchronous machines the
length of... is constant so that we can deem that
l2=0; starting therefrom their inductivities and
reactances are derived and calculated. In the
transmission zone we will have: xd=xq i xad=xaQ.

5. Conclusion

Starting from the inductivity definition
between two phases of an asynchronous or
synchronous machines, whose amplitudes are
calculated by means of expressions (2), (3), (4) and
(5), it is possible to calculate all the reactances used
in the application of phase coordiantes or
transformed magnitudes.
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tt-l=

L o O  0  0  0  0

0 Ld 0 Ldf LdDO

0 0  L q 0  0 L o Q

0 Lfd 0 Lf Lroo

0 L o a 0 L D f L D 0

0  0  L Q q 0 0 L a

(e)

All the elements of this matrix are
constant which is their main advantage with
respect to matrix (8). Besides it is symmetrical, too,
because Lar=Lra, Lao=Loa i Lqq=Lqq. The link
between the inductivity of matrices (8) and (9) is
the fo l lowing:

L a=ly+3 / 2 (l o+l z) =1y+3 / 2l a=ly+L ̂a;

Xa=tDLa is a well-known synchronous
reactance of the machine axis d;

L "=l "+3 / 2 (1 n-l r)=1"+L""
Xq=OLq - the synchronous

reactance of transversal axis q of the machine;
Lo=ly -inductivities of the zero order

r;
Lar =., / i l -ur

l z
(L6 amplitude of the mutual inductivities

lur=Lopos0) and analogously:
t;
t 1

Lao : . , / ;Luo
l z
l;

Loo = 
{ !L"o.  

Lra = Lar ,  Lm =

= Lor, L, = Lr, + Lo

(Lry the inductivity of the scattering of an
excitation winding f, Lrrthe total inductivity of the
exciting winding) and analogously: Lo=L*41-oo,
Lq=Lqr+Lgq.
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The Control of Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor Using a gopinath
Observer

Part one: The Motor Model.

Abstruct:The application of vector control
techniques in a.c. drives demands accurate position
and speed feedback information for the current
control and setno-control loops. The paper
describes a fulI mechanical sensorless speed digital
control system for interior permanent magnet
synchronous machines (IPMSM). A Gopinath state
observer [1] is used for the mechanical state
estimation of the motor. The observer was
developed based on non-linear model of the
synchronous motor, that employs a d-q rotating
reference frame attached to the rotor
.Key words: Field oriented control, Modelling,
Permanent magnet motor, Sensorless control,
Vector control.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The control schemes developed for high
performance variable speed drives working on
synchronous machines are based on control of the
current space vector in a rotor frame of reference.
This solution requires knowledge of the rotor shaft
position for coordinate transformations and the
necessary information on speed. In many
applications, the rotor position signal is obtained
from a mechanical sensor, such as an optical
encoder or a resolver, that may reduce system
reliability and add significantly to the drive costs

[2]. Consequently a strong interest arises in the
altemative PMSM mechanical sensorless control,
using only stator voltage and current measurement,
based on state observers [3-7].

Numerous papers is available on the use
of complete order observers (Luenberger) for
PMSM control [3, 4]. The present paper proposes
implementation of the minimum order state
observer (Gopinath) tll a new type of state
observers, easily applied in large order systems,
that result consequently to accurate modeling of
IPMSM or asynchronous machines. The main
characteristic of this state observer is that the
number of estimated states is lower than the order
of the observed system. The main idea when
building the Gopinath observer is to reduce the
number of estimated variables, that is to diminish
the observer dimension by using the measured
output data provided by the system.

Mihai CERNATT
Radu-Marian CERNAT'

Fig. i

Fig. I shows the simplified block
diagram of the observer-based control system. The
control system is a multi-sampled time system and
consists in a fast inner loop cuffent controller and
observer, and a slower outer-loop angular velocity
controller. The rotor-frame vector cuffent controller
combines feedforward compensation and a linear
proportional-integral (PI) controller to control the
torque of the machine. The I + PI angular velocity
controller gives the reference of the quadrature

component of the stator current ( l, ). This paper

considers the constant torque regime only. The
state observer generates the estimated values of the

actual rotor angular velocity o and position 0 ,
using the measured values of the currents and
voltages from the motor terminals.

2. MOTOR MODEL

The studied IPMSM is supposed to have a
symmetrical three-phase, wye-connected, isolated
neutral winding. The model is developed according
to some simplifying hypotheses.Thus, saturation
and iron losses (hysteresis)are not considered. The
induced electromotive force is supposed to have a
sine form, while eddy currents are neglected. Since
excitation is provided by permanent magnets, there
is no variation offield currents and there is no rotor
cage. Permanent magnets are buried in the rotor
steel, so the machine is characterised by a
cylindrical asymmetry causing the phase direct

stator inductance Ld to be lower than the

quadrature one Lr. The equations of the IPMSM

dynamic model are strongly simplified when
expressed in a rotating reference frame attached to
the rotor, with d-axis oriented to the north-pole of
the permanent magnet. in this case the state spaca
model is described by the matrix equation:

Vasile COMNAC'
Predrag PEJOVIC 'z

lFaculty of Electrical Engineering, Transilvania University of Brasov

2Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Belgrade

The State Observer
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lt'l
d l i , l -
a r j ' l -

L e l

+ +

. 3 3
k , ,  =  1  p Y " ;  k , , ,  = : ^  p ( L ,  -  L . ) ,  ( l )" '  2 '  ' '

where (i, and in) and (uoand uo) are

the direct and quadrature components of the current
and voltage respectively, with respect to the rotor

frame; m, - load torque; p - pole pair number;

,R" - stator resistance per phase; Y, - linkage flux
of the PM; -I - inertia; D - damping facror.

The motor parameters used in the real

time simulation are: p =2, R, = 0.98 f2, La= 9.1

mH, Ln= 18.1 mH, V" = 0]74Wb, J=0.0086

kg-'.
The state-space model, described by

equation (1), contains non-linearities in form of

cross-product of two state variables such as tD. i, ,

0). i,, and io - in .This model cannot be described

using the standard form of linear systems with state
variables, so the linear observer theory cannot be
applied directly. A possible procedure to control
and estimate such non-linear systems could be the
piece-wise linearisation, but the design would be in
this case labourious and time consumine.

Considering the structure of t[e Gopinath
observer, in the paper a model which uses
measured currents in order to obtain a slobal
l inearisation is proposed. The non-linear syst-em is
at first transformed into a linear, time-varying one,
in that the state variables vector is split so that the
process variables to be effectively observed, are
highlighted:

-  ^  |  - Tx :  [ < , r  0  I  i ,  i , J t  = l  {  d l  t .  e )

where the superior index T represents the
algebraic transposition of the matrix.

Adopting the vector of the input variables:

t r= lua uq * t l r  ,  (3)

the linearised model can be written in the
compact form:

A=C x , (4)

0

0
0

I
;
l-^

A [ o o r o l( -  = l  _  l .  (5)
t o  o  o  1 l
L J

where l, and i,, are the values of currents

obtained by measuring and computing in
dependence on angle 0.

3. STATE OBSERVER DESIGN

In order to develop the state observer
structure, first auxiliary matrices:

are written, obtained by splitting of matrices A and
B of the linearised model, in the way imposed by
the splitting of state variables vector.r.

The general equations of the Gopinath
observer are I l, 5. 8]:

_ R ,
Ld

0

0

- R "

t.
--:-

0
f -

j r
U U

t r
l " d
l l

, 1 0  _  0
T I  I

l " q
I
t ^  ^  I
l u  0  - -
I J

L 0  0  0

0

Y-- p  '
' I

_ D

I
lll
"of
' o l
^ , )

#=o*+  Bu ;

with:

0

0

0

0

l o
l - _
l r
t l
I r
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I t' . 'o

l " o
t n t
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L " q

l
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p l
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f l

" q l

0

0

0

) 0

_ l '
J

0
0

0
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I  r - -  I
I  n  " i -  0 l

A r ,  = l  I t
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I  Lo l
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L)-  p r ( i t  ^- L ^  c
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J  
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Ld
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0
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d z

d t
=  F x + G u + H g ) x " =  z * L g :

2 = lz1 z2)r (j)

where z is the state variables vector of the
Gopinath observer, and

F = A r r - L . 4 i

G  =  4 -  L . B 2 ;  ( 8 )

H  =  4 z -  L . 4 z +  F . L

r-,  ,  ^ l
t  =  l t ' t  

t t z l  ( 9 )
Ll" ,  lzzl

The unknown parameters of matrix L will
be determined using the method of poles placement
for matrix F, that influences the dynamic behaviour
of the observer.

Matrix F of the state observer is obtained
by replacing relations (6 a), (6 c) and (9) in
equation (8 a):

Thus we obtain the final form of the
Gopinath observer equations for estimating
the angular velocity and the angular position
for an IPMSM:

r  . t
*  l - | - , t r * (v"  ,  t1 fu) l , t -Yro - : ! -  -  4U h,

t " q

,  [+.0+] ,o -rpf  - l - t12ap" *  4 f i ) ;n,| . '  ) '  |  '  )
(16)

d z e  ,  7
. - < , l T L l 2 t a
d r

0 - z t  +  l 7 2 t q ;

t-

" = l oL o
t .  :
I Knitq

"=l ,
L 0

1 , ,  1 l
- -  - - l

J  J l t
0  0 _ l

? . T -,,,( l -,,, ;(*,.,,, ))]
"  

u q  
l ,  

. q' In 'r,r'

0 = z z

(r7)

(  18)

r -

l - i- , , ,0*r* 4rl(v" * r7l) o
r = l  :  " q

I  L ^  /  - \

I  l - tu  n ;L in+ lzz i \Y"  +  Ld  id  )  0
L " d u q

(10)

Observer poles allocation is extremely
simple because the characteristic polynom:

P6(s)  = det  (s I ,  -  F)  =

I  O  L n 1  D ,  - r l
= s I  s  + i * t , ,  p* in  -  t , r *  \v"  + to  io)  |

l " I ' 4 ' q - l
( t  l )

is a second order polynom with a nil root.
Selecting a convenient value for non-zero

polepl and
I r t = o

there results:

(r2)

(  D \  L o
l t z =  - l  p ,  - ;  

l - .  ( 1 3 )
l .  J  ) p { Y " + L r i 7 )

and the other coefficients of matrrx L,
were selected randomly - for example zero -

because they do not influence the observer
dynamics:

t z l  -  t 2 2 (14)

Replacing relations (6 e), (6 O tn
equation (8 b), and relations (6 b), (6 d) and (9) in
equation (8 c) respectively and taking into account
the relations (12), (13) and (14), are obtained:

where il, is quadrature component of the voltage,

measured and subsequently transformed in the
rotor reference frame using the observed position.
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The Control of Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor Using a gopinath Observer
Part two: The Control Svstem.

Mihai CERNAT'
Predrag PEJOVIC 2

Abstract: The paper describes a full
mechanical sensorless speed digital control system

for interior permanent magnet synchronous
machines (IPMSM). A Gopinath state observer [7]
is used for the mechanical state estimation of the
motor. The control system includes a rotor frame
vector current controller with feedforward
decoupling circuit and an integral+integral
proportional (I + PI) speed controller.
Key words: Field oriented control, Modelling,
Permanent magnet motor, Real time simulation,
Sensorless control, Vector control.

1. CURRENT CONTROLLER

Fig. 1 show the block diagram of the
control structure of stator cuffents. The detailed
structures of the blocks labeled "MVCC" and
"DCRG" are presented in fig. 2 atd fig. 3,
respectively. To achieve a fast response with high
performances, a control strategy of the currents in
the two-phase rotor frame (d-q) with feedforward
decoupling was used [2,5,6].

F ig.  1

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the multi-
variable current controller, block labeled "MVCC"

in fig. 1, where G,oG)andG,n(s) are transfer

functions of the PI type individual controllers. The
recurrent algorithm of this control structure is
obtained using the Euler's discrete integrating
method:

E i d  h + l )  = i ) @ + l ) - i a @ + l \ ;  
f i )

e ,  n ( n  + l ) =  i  q ( n +  l )  -  i n (  n  +  l )

'Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Transilvania University of Brasov

2Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Belgrade
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Tr, k r;a e,a(n)
xd \ r+ I )=xd \ I t  )+  

T ; i d  
:

'  , , T " i k , , o e ; r ( n )x q \ n + l ) =  x q ( n  l +  
U

(2)

u)  (n+11=  xo@+l )+  k , i d  E ia ( r  +  l )  -  
( 3 )

-  L ,  a (n+1 )  i n (n+ l )

u )@+ l )=  xn@+l )+  k , , ne ,n (n * I )  +  Y "  ro (n  +1 )+

+  Lo  a (n+ l )  i 1 (n+ l )

(4)

where xo., are the auxiliary variables associated

to the integrator,T", is the sampling period of the

stator cuffents control loops, n - the index of the

sampling period T"i, k,ia,q and T,,o,n are the

tuning parameters of the two current controllers.

Fig.2

The reference quantity for the quadrature

component of the stator current ( r; ) is obtained

directly from the output of the rotor speed
controller. The reference quantity for the direct

component of the stator current (i:) will be

calculated such as to maximise the electromagnetic
torque to absorbed current ratio. For constant
torque regime, this can be obtained if the reference
values of the stator direct current.satisfy the
relation [3, 4]:

L. __ .- _ -_ _ _ * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :!!,zLc2!'!:.J!.! )

ur.: roY"taLoio
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i,

L _N l ,  -

i!, = i!,",o,< Il

/5 )

(6)

where irtoto, 
is the stator cunent and /o is the

maximum admitted current of the inverter dc link.

Fig.3
The direct current must be limited to the

value:

a t ,

(7)
In this case, the electromagnetic torque produced is
expressed by [4]:

ftxn =

(8)
The relations (5) -(8) are valid for acrual values of

the currents io 
und 

io 
and also for reference

values la and 
'n 

.The algorithm for the computing
of the stator direct curent reference, implemented
in the block labeled "DCRG" in fig. 1, is
represented in Fig. 3.
2. ANGULAR VELOCITY CONTROL

The angular velocity controller
has an important influence on the performances of
the entire control system during both transient and
steady state regimes. Good performances could be
achieved using an I type control law for the angular
velocity reference quantity co', and a PI control law
for the angular velocity feedback ro respectively.
The I + PI controller will operate with both these
laws.

The main advantage of an I + Pi
controller is the achievement of good performances
in transient regime and, at the same time, due to the
unitary discrete pole, a nil stationary error with
respect to the perturbation of the load torque
(including the friction torque of the machine). The
block diagram of this controller - using z-transfer
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functions
that the in

.,.Y
I

T^

is presented in fig. 4. It can be noticed
tegration used the trapeze method.

Fig .4
The controller algorithm, obtained

applying the inverse Z transform, is described by
recurrent equations:

t ,  =co" (n+ l )  -  k , ro (n+ l )  (9 )

x^(n+I) = x,(n) +
T  / r 0 )

+::3- b, , , (n+ l)  -  e, , ,<r l (r)J
) 7 --  _ r a

io@+l)  = k,^  lx , (n+l )  -  f to  o(n+l ) ]

( i l )

where: €r,xr-the auxiliary variables associated to
angular velocity loop error, and to the integrator

respectively; kra,T,0) -the tuning parameters of the

angular velocity controller; k, - the transfer factor

of the angular velocity transducer, n - the index of

the sampling period, 7", .

2. DESIGN OF THE OBSERVER.BASED
CONTROL SYSTEM

This section integrates the observer with
the current and angular velocity controller. The
internal current loops and the observer use a

sampling period of 4i =0.5ms, whereas the
outer-loop angular velocity controller operates with

a sampling pertod T^ = 3ms.
The actual values of the stator current

components are obtained using the measured
values of the phase cutrents, then they are trans-
formed from the three-phase system into a two-
phase stationary reference frame, and then into a
rotor two-phase frame using the estimated rotor

angleO. For this reason in equations (1), (3), and

(4), io and, io arereplaced,by 7o andTn.

In a similar way - but with the transfor-
mation made in reverse order - the values of the
reference quantities of the phase stator voltages

could be obtained. Voitages u) and u, ate

calculated with relations (3) and (4), by replacing
trl by the estimated value dt. The slower outer-
loop angular velocity controller requires, also
replacement of o by the estimated angular
velocity 6 in its control law (9) - (11).

For a good behaviour of the control
system, an optimum tuning of the curent and rotor
angular velocity controllers parameters is required.
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- r 'td
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The selection of the parameters for current
controllers is carried out similarly to continuous
systems - considering the two control loops linear

and decoupled - due to the feedforward

compensation and to the small sampling period of
the current loops.
The model for the controlled process of the rotor
angular velocity loop is obtained using the discrete
form of the closed-loop quadrature current transfer
function, that is approximated by a first order delay
element. The selection of parameters for the
angular velocity controller is achieved using the
discrete version of the extended modulus criterion.
The load torque and the damping factor are
neglected in the controller design. The application
way of this design technique and the equations for
controller parameters are presented in detail in [4].

3. ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM
The analysis of the control system was

carried out using real time simulation in the
conditions mentioned above. The angular velocity
reference quantity has a trapeze variation shape
specific to incremental motion servo-drives.

The load and the viscous friction torque
are taken into consideration in the simulated

machine model (mt = I Nm and D = 0.002
Nms/rad). The synchronous machine is supplied
from a 12 kHz PWM converter. The mechanical
and electrical waveforms are presented in fig. 5 a,

b.

F ig .5a

ulill\ l | l i l i l l  t L
I l l l I'nffirfi f i n l \ l 1 l 111 l l

td: l.
- l - i

_ra. \,t*.i a, r<r, 4 Ndu**,

F ig .5b
They were obtained assuming the mechan-

ical and electrical parameters of the electrical drive
known and constant. Also, an exact initialisation of
the observer position is considered. Under these
circumstances, it is noticed that the estimation

errors of the rotor angular velocity Aro = ol - io un6
a

rotor position A0= 0 - 0 are acceptable.
The variation of the machine electrical

parameters influences only in a relatively small
proportion the performances of the observer-based
control system. This aspect can be noticed in fig. 6
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a, b, that present the same waveforms as in fig. 5 a'

b but in this situation stator resistance is twice as

D  _ ' ' ' D

big as the rated ( 
r\s - zr\sN 

) and inductance 4OVo

smaller than the rated values. The observer-based

system is very sensitive to mechanical parameters

variations. In these situations the observer-based

control system becomes unstable.

Fig.6a

in.7n

n H#ffiffiH ' / ; . f F

lWt:-r Id.I. t\lTTj]1
l_T_llrplln

t", -q, 4.i,* i a, I tr, 4 Ntu 
*o-

Fie.6b
The simulations show that the proposed

structure is not capable of eliminating the incorrect
position initialisations, even at small values of the

initial estimation error. For this reason it is
necessary to determine the initial rotor position

with an altemative method, like the one presented

in  [ 1 ] .

4. CONCLUSIONS

The paper develops a mechanical
sensorless digital control system of the rotor speed
for a IPMSM. Mechanical state estimation is
achieved by using a minimum order observer
(Gopinath). The paper studies the interaction
between the observer and the closed loop control
system.

The validation of the proposed control
system is achieved by real time simulation in C++,
under the natural operation circumstances, using
the estimated quantities as feedback signals for the
control system.

The simulation shows that the dynamic
behaviour of the observer based control system is
acceptable, even if the electrical parameters of the
machine are different from the rated values used for
the design ofthe controllers and observer.

The control system is very sensitive to the
incorrect initialisation of the estimated position and
to mechanical parameter variation (inertia, load
torque.).
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A NOVEL HYSTERESIS CURRENT REGULATOR IN POWER FACTOR
CORRECTION CIRCUITS

Predrag Ninkovi6, EE Institute Nikola Tesla, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Abstract: This paper investigates tvro

methods of improving the hysteretic current control

of the single-phase power factor correction (PFC)

circuits. New controllers achieve reduced switching

frequency range, while preserving excellent

elynamics. Theoretical analysis is performed and

verified by experiment on the 700W boost-type

single-phase circuit-

Keywords: Power factor / Current

regulation / Boost converter / Hysteresis current
controller.

l.INTRODUCTION

In recent years, nonlinear loads are extensively used

in industry and home appliances [1,2]. Utilization of

such consumers started when it was recognized that

switching power converters significantly improve

energy efficiency of power supply for every device
used. As a consequence, input current drawn from

the utility line is distorted in a high degree- Then,
problems associated with harmonic currents arise.
Any action toward group compensation has limited

success, due to the undeterministic positioning of

these loads. Therefore, the only positive solution is

to apply utility interfaces that can achieve the
primary task: sinusoidal input current in phase with

the line voltage. As a final result, the unity power

factor is achieved and those interface circuits are
called power factor correction (PFC) circuits.

The majority of nonlinear consumers are
single-phase devices, with power levels of 50W up
to 3kW. That is why it is very important to prevent
problems caused by harmonic currents. For power

levels of 600W and higher, it is a common practice

to use PFC circuits consisting of the full-bridge

diode rectifier followed by one single-switch
nonisolated boost converter operating in continuous
conduction mode (CCM) [3]. The schematic of the
converter is shown in Fig.l. Input current of the
circuit is regulated by inductor current regulation
loop, and at the final stage the current tracks the
reference value. The current-loop is usually
implemented as average current-mode or hysteretic

regulation [4,5].

Fig.l: The conventional single-phase PFC circuit

Average current-mode [4,6] operates at

constant switching frequency. Tuning the regulator

is not an easy process, and if the switching

frequency is not high enough, the regulation elror

appears, because of the problems in AC component

tracking. On the other hand, fast switching at high

voltage (typically 400V) and high power increases

losses and problems related to noise.

Hysteretic regulation [2, 7) is inherently

fast and stable. Regulation is quite simple and easy

to implement. However, switching frequency is not

constant and, what is more important, it can vary in

a very wide range, depending on power and voltage

level. The input current harmonic content becomes

unpredictable, so good filtering is hard to achieve.

Also, thermal calculations are made very difficult.

This paper presents a study of possibility to

modify the hysteretic current regulation so the

switching frequency range is significantly reduced.

Moreover, it should be made independent of load
power level. Two practical solutions are proposed:
one is very simple with moderate improvements,
and the other gives excellent results but with
somewhat complex regulation circuitry.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Hysteretic regulation is based on the
principle of limiting the excursion of the regulated
value from the reference value [2, 7). Fig.2
illusffates the principle in the case of inductor
current regulation. The solid line represents the
inductor current moving around the reference value
1,"f. It is quite common that the level of excursion is

symmetrical in both positive and negative side, and

this level is called hysteresis window 11.
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Fig.2: Hyste retic inductor current
regulation principle

By inspection, it is easy to conclude that:

,  2 H  ) H
L .  -  = V  ( t ) ,  L . : : '  = V , f t . ( t )  ,  ( I )

I 
otl

I o,, t otf

where:
l, is the inductance value
/,,, is the switch-on time
togis the switch-off time
Vo,, is the inductor voltage during /on
V'yis the inductor voltage during ton

In the case of ideal components, the
following expressions are valid:

V o,, (t) = V,,, (t) = 1V,,, sin ottl

V"n G) =V"*(t) -Vu,Q) =V"*(t) - lV,,,sinalt l

(2)

where:

Vi"(t) is the input (rectified line) voltage
V,, is the line voltage amplitude, and
V,,, is the output (DC) voltage.

When the switching frequency is at least an
order of magnitude higher than the line and output
voltage frequency, then F1 can be considered
constant during the switching frequency period Z.
Rearranging (l) and (2) gives the expression for the
srvitching frequency change in timef,.(r/ as:
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For the analysing putposes, the output
voltage will be considered constant despite the
presence of ripple at twice the line frequency. This
ripple will cause some inaccuracy, yet in well
designed converters the ripple magnitude is small
and neglecting it can be quite reasonable.

Traditionally, the constant value of
hysteresis window 1/ was the most commonly used,
but it caused very high switching frequency range.
An improvement was made with the use of variable
window H=H(I)=H. sin(at) [7], but the frequency
range remained high. A great number of adaptive
hysteresis regulators were reported in literature, but
they were commited to applications which are
different from PFC subject. Therefore, to modify the
hysteretic regulation for PFC purposes, it is
necessary to thoroughly analyse the equation (3).

3. MODIFICATION

Equation (3) implies that, if the window 1/
is load independent, then the switching frequency
will be independent of load, too [8]. Since there are
two variable parts, three possible solutions for
variable H canbe derived:

a) H=H(t)=K.l/,"(7), (4)

b) H=H(t)=K.(1-V^ft)N,,1, (5)

c)H=H(t)=('V,"(t).(l-V;,(t)N,,). (6)

In the continuation of this section each of
these methods will be analyzed.

3.1 Analysis of method a

When (4) is substituted in (3), the
following expression is obtained:

f ,.(t) = 2LK

Then, the switching
be derived from (7) as:

frequency range Kycan

1 . , . 1
1v.., stn(rDl )l

I  t  
" '  

'  ' l

T/
oul

V
7 -  u '

T /
v

(7)

K , : 
f:''*n*

./"..-in

{
t J sr,max 2LK

l i
r s u \ ' /  

T  t o r r t o f f

( |v... sin(a.r)l)
1V,,, .inir,-,ril ' I t - 

t' 'l ""'l*' 't 
1

='  
" '  '  

\  v- , ( t )  ) .  (3)
2LH

(8)

From (7), it is obvious that the maximum
frequency is constant for given K, but the minimum
frequency depends on the line voltage. K; increases
as the line voltage increases. For typical output



voltage of 400V and line voltage of 220Y RMS, Kl
is equal to 4.5, which is very acceptable.

3.2 Analysis of method b

When (5) is substituted in (3), it turns out
that the switching frequency variation in time can be
expressed as:

I  r . ,  . rf -  ( r \=r r w '  .  
z L K  ,  , , '  . r  .

It is obvious that this solution is
unacceptable because very low frequency content is
present, which is extremely hard to filter without
affecting the fundamental. Therefore, this method
will be considered impractical and will not tre
discussed any more.

3.3 Analysis of method c

When (6) is substituted in (3), the
following expression is obtained:
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to verify the conclusions from the
previous section, an experimental converter was

built with the following parameters:

- line voltage l05.1Yl50Hz (autotransformer

output),
- output voltage220Y,
- resistive load of approximately 700W (electric

heater),
- hall-effect current sensor with overall transfer

ratio R"=Q.J,
- inductance value I;2mH,
- output capacitor value C=1000pF.

Regulation circuit was completely made in

analog technique. For the regulation pu{poses, a
signal transforner was connected to the line voltage
and its output was used for hysteresis window
generation. All data were recorded by 8-bit digital
storage oscilloscope. The switching frequency was
measured using 8-bit microcontroller. The
microcontroller was measuring the time duration
between two succeeding switch-on signals, and then
converting it into a switching frequency. Finally, the
frequency value was converted into an analog signal
using 8-bit D/A converter. The switching frequency
was chosen low in order to avoid the influence of
measurement resolution and electronic circuitry
delay. The analog signal of switching frequency was
limited by software to 25.5kH2.

4.l Experiment with method a

In this case, K was taken as K=1/38. Then,
using (7), the maximum switching frequency is
equal to 9.5kHz and frequency range equals
Kr=3'12 '

Fig.3 shows the hysteresis window
analytrcal and experimental waveform. Fig.4 shows
the inductor current waveform together with its.
reference value. The symmetrical hysteretic action is
clearly observed.

10

timelmsl

Fig.3 : Hy stere sis window w avefotm,
analytical and exp e rimental

I

f  . . f t )  =  cons t
2LK

v',,(t)

(10)

( 1 1 )

meaning that constant switching frequency
is achieved. In practice, the output voltage ripple
causes some deviation from the constant, but the
smaller the ripple the less variable frequency is.
Including the ripple effect, the switching frequency
will be:

l - lV,, sin(ar)l
1
I

f . . ( t ) =
2LK 14, sin{a;r)l

1 -
V,"f

The frequency range Kyis then equal to:

V
l -  "

K f =
V,", + LV (t2)

. V,,,
I -  

'

v,"f _ LV

For example, if the line voltage is of
nominal value of 220V RMS, the output voltage of
400V and output voltage ripple of 20V (AV=10V),
Kr.is equal to 1.19. The switching frequency range is
significantly reduced so the filtering and thermal
calculations are made easy.

I
o
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l 0

time[ms]

Fig.4: Inductor current and its reference
value wavekrms

Fig.5 shows analytical and experimental
results for the switching frequency variation in time.
Results are in close agreement except at the input
voltage zero-crossing region. As the current
approaches zero, its downslope is determined by the
inductance and decreasing is slow, so the switch is
turned-off for extended period of time and the
switching frequency gets smaller. As the current and
the window fl value go bellow the sensor and
electronics sensitivity level (due to the offset), the
switching frequency is determined by internal
oscillation of the control circuit until the current
comes out of that region. The minimum switching
frequency in this experiment was 2.9kHz, which is
close to the theoretical value of 3.O4kHz.

0 5 1 0 1 5 2 0

time[ms]
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Fig.5: Analytical (a) and experimental (b)
switching frequency variations in time

4.2 Experiment with method c

The final hysteresis value in time is equal
to:

I  v  r ' i l
H ( t ) = K . V i , , Q )  l 1 - - - l - : r l  ( 1 3 )

L  v * l

This expression implies the use of a one-
quadrant multiplier. It increases the complexity and
the cost of the regulation circuitry. For his
experiment, and old analog multiplier MCl594L [9]
was used which is hard to accurately compensate, so
the offset compensation was performed only
approximately. Also, the same scaling factor was
chosen K=1/38. Theoretically, the switching
frequency should be constant f,*=95kH2. Fig.6
shows both the analytical and experimental values
of hysteresis window t1. The difference between
them is due to the non-ideal compensation of the
multiplier. Fig.7 shows inductor cuffent waveform
and its reference value. Fig.8 shows analytical and
experimentally determined switching frequency. As
expected, the frequency is moving around its
average value due to the non-zero output voltage
ripple and hysteresis window deviation from the
analytical value. The minimum switching frequency
is equal to f,,,,,,;,,=8.8kHz and the maximum is
.f,.,^r9.72kHz resulting in the switching frequency
tange of Ks=l. I . Experimental results agree with the
analytical except at the zerc-current region where
the effect described in section 4.1 occurs.

It can be concluded that this method gives
very effective soiution because the switching
frequency variation is decreased to 5Vo of the
average value. Also, the average value is
independent of load and input voltage, and can be
easily controlled by only one variable K. This
significantly improves the filtering and thermal
design. Considering other good features (stability,
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accuracy and speed), this method presents an
excellent choice for the high power load, since high
switching frequency is not required.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a methodology is presented

how to modify the hysteretic current regulation in

single-phase PFC circuits in order to decrease the

switching frequency variation. Two methods are

presented and the following improvements are

made: in the first case, very small investment in

control circuitry gives the switching frequency range

of 6:l in worst case operation; in the second case,

the frequency range is reduced down to 1.2:1, but at

the price of more complex control circuit. In

addition to the well-known superior characteristics

of the hysteresis current control, these new solutions

can be alternative to the conventional control.

0 5 1 0 1 5 2 0

time[ms]

Fig.6: Analytical and experimental
waveforms for hysteresis window H

) 5 1 0 1 5 2 0

timeIms]

Fig.7: Inductor current and its reference

value waveforms
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0 5 1 0 1 5 :

Fig.8: Sw itching fr e quency wav efo rm :

analytical (straight line) and experimental
The proposed methods can be applied in

three-phase PFC circuits, and due to the duality

principle, they can be applied in DC/AC converter

circuits with appropriate modifi cations.
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ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM FOR DISTRIBUTION NETWORK ELECTRIC VALUES
MEASUREMENT

,. Predrag Petrovii, Technical Faculty Cacak, yugoslavia
slavoljub Marjanovii, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, BJlgrade, yugoslavia

Abstract: This paper present a novel design
of a high accuracy watthourmeter based on use of
very slow, high precision and cheap dual slope A/D
corrverters. Measurements of voltage and current are
made in successive periods and the output
reconstructed by a stroboscopic technique
(synchronotrs undersampling). The assumed
stationary of the electric utilities is validated by
measurements with an experimental setup, consisting
of a fast high precision sigma-delta ADC. The
necessary synchronization is reached by sofnuare
measurements of the frequency of the measured
signal. Measurements performed on the electric
utilities in Yugoslavia indicate that the voltage and
current wavefotm remains unchanged while the
required accuracy is maintained, so the error made
when sampling during several periocls is below the
value requiredfor class 0I instruments.

I INTRODUCTION

Abundant literature bears witness to the
significance of electric utilities parameters (cunent,
voltage, phase, power, energy, frequency). Even in
197 4 Turgel I I ] designed a digital watrmerer based on
simultaneous sampling of cunent values of power and
current in precisely defined time intervals. In [2] basic
principles of digital signal processing, filtering,
convolution processing, FFT processing and
decimation are given. Srinvasan [3] described the
sensitivity of a measuring system to variations of the
system's frequency, while in [4] an original model was
described as an analog system performing calculations
on discrete values of voltage and current based on
digital approximations of the analog scheme.
Toivonen and Morsky [5] suggested a nJw multrate
algorithm which required a periodic input signal and
sampling synchronization and used a digital low pass
filter implemented into a decimator instead of
integration or summation used in conventional
measuring methods. In [6] a new algorithm suggested,
based on multifunction comelators, while Xi and
Chichapo [7] investigate the influence of inaccuracy in
the sampling period on the corectness of active power
measurements in electric utilities.

The measuring method suggested in this paper is
based on selecting samples of input variable in ilarge
number of periods in which the electric utilities is
considered to be inerlial, which has been proved by
values obtained from measurements of RMS values of
system voltage (results presented in table 1). The
cunent makes this system nonlinear due to the fact
that one cannot predict in advance the type of load

which will be used and when it will be connected to
the investigated system. However, after a certain
number of periods the current can be considered a
slowly chaining variable during processing. This has
been proved by simulation.

Considering all the stated facts it is clear that the
interval needed to perform correct processing of
alternating variables becomes very short from the
viewpoint of inerlia of such a large system as the
electric utilities. This has been completely proved by
measurements and experiments performed later.
Measuring time is about 1 minute. Different from the
technique of synchronous sampling this is done with
much less frequency of sampling compared to the one
from Nyquist criteria.

II THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The analyzed system is by its nature inert so it
enables sampling during several periods of the
observed system variables. This is why slow, low cosr,
but very accurate A/D converters, such as a .,dual
slope" type, were used in the proposed measuring
system. Dual slope is integrating A/D converter, uses
an integrator connected to a reference voltage ro
generate an analogue value, which is compared with
the input analogue value by a comparator. The time
taken for the output ramp of the integrator to reach the
input signal level than gives the binary solution. Only
the accuracy of the reference voltage influences the
conversion accuracy of this converter. A standard dual
slope AID converter operates with a sampling
frequency between 4 and 96 Hz, depending on the
input amplitude. Voltage and current from real electric
utilities were used as input variables. In the described
system, voltage and current samples were taken in
arbitrarily defined moments :

t d " t n y = N T + L t

Where N is the number of periods between
sampling, T is the period of the input voltage and At is
the delay determined by the delay of elements in the
processing circuit. At depends of harmonic content of
input signal. For that reason it can not be arbitrary.

Average power is measured according to the
following equation:

P  =  
1 ) q

n  7 '
( 1 )

u ( k ) i ( k )



where n is an arbitrary number determined by
the number of samples needed for a precise
reconstruction of the measured value. The obtained

value for average power is compared during the

simulation with the average power determined using

the definition for mean average power:

T T
P  =  ; J  u i d r

r o

(2)
where T is the period of the input voltage.

The problem of noise that can occur in a real

system, as averaging is performed to determine the

average power is not considered important as the

average noise value is zero. The possible nonlinear

distortions in transition processes do not last very

long, so they can be avoided when the functioning of

this wattmeter designed for measuring periodic

variables is considered.

III RESULTS OF MEASURING
IN REAL ENVIRONMENT

The suggested concept for measuring RMS values

of cument, voltage and power can be classified as a

synchronous method. The required synchronization is

obtained by software measurements of the frequency

of the measuring signal and generation of a sampling

signal using a microprocessor. A null detector is

connected to one input of the micro-controller and the

frequency of the input signal is measured. All this is
performed using counting resources of the micro-

controller. The micro-controller generates sampling

intervals and based on sampling values of the

measured signal calculates the mean power or RMS
value. An accuracy of O.}lVo was reached for the

measured range (0-1 kHz) in relation to the measured

output value (table l).
Analyses with described

comparator, which was carried out to detect zerc

crossing, gave satisfactory accuracy when measuring
in electric utilities. Even more accurate detection can

be achieved in this procedure by introducing
algorithm given in papers t7, 81. A number of
undesirable effects such as the spectral leakage

associated with the discrete Fourier transform (DF t)'

and the truncation errors in digital wattmeter's arise

and degrade system performance. The basic idea of
the proposed method [7] is to modify the actual

sampled sequence such that it becomes an ideal

sample sequence, which is synchronized with the

signal subjected to sampling. A simple algorithm for

modifying the sampled sequence on-line is derived

based on interpolation. The proposed approach

requires quite modest additional computational

burden, which makes it suitable for real-time signal

processing. Results [7], show that the proposed

algorithm is capable of reducing both the leakage

effect in DFT analysis and truncation errors in digital
wattmeter's. In paper [8] describes a digital null
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detector which is able to detect sinusoidal signal in

presence of correlated noise, which is based on the

implementation of nonlinear algorithm' It is shown

thai the apparatus is suitable for separating the glitch

pulses in a measuring system
A measuring board was sPeciallY

designed for measuring voltage and cutrent (and thus

active power) in an electric power system with the

putpot" of testing the suggested concept of measuring

active power based on the use of slow, but very

precise dual slope A/D convefiers' The experimental

board contains fast, very precise sigma-delta ADC'

The block scheme of the suggested model is given in

Fis. 1

Fig.l. Block scheme of the suggested model

The basic board contains a 16-bit sigma-delta A/D

converter. It enables sampling, analog-to-digital
conversion and anti-aliasing, generating i6 bit values

in a serial form for both right and left input signals.

Words can appear at the output with a speed higher

than 50 kHz per channel.
At the given sampling frequency, samples are

taken every 86 ms and are proceeded in series form to

the microcontroller, which collects them and stores

l6-bite data into extemal RAM. That microcontroller
works by the program, which is stored in EEPROM.

After collecting 896 samples, microcontroller informs

superior PC that is able to perform necessary

calculations.
As this converler is primarily used for measuring

continual signals in real conditions (as in electric
utilities) it certainly cannot provide the required 16-bit

accuracy. One can expect an accuracy of 14 bit
(perhaps only 12 bits) due to reasons that will be
further described.

The deviation of the effective voltage value from
period to period was tested experimentally with the

purpose of estimating voltage variation and also the

values of active power which were calculated for

several different samples (i.e. periods of input
alternating voltage). Such measurements can conf,irm
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inertia of the electric power system which is by nature
very slow (it is well known rhar in our sysiem the
hydroelectric power starions (hydroelectric plants)
Djerdap and Bajina Basta have the fastest response
and they need at least 15 minutes to chanee their
working regime, so it is clear what type of sfstem is
analyzed).

The results obtained by measuring the RMS value
of voltage from period to periocl are given in table l. It
should be mentioned that data from two consecutive
periods of input voltage are stored in the intemal
RAM of the experimental board and then the collected
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data set is transferred using a serial connection to a
PC. Communication between the experimental board
and the PC is controlled by a micro-controller
(68HC11, MOTOROLA).

A low pass filter with band frequency of 450_
500H2 was added to the already developed board for
measuring RMS values of system voltage to increase
the measuring accuracy by the noise attehuation. The
filters active and was checked using the SPICE
programming packet before installation.
Measurements were performed using 40 consecutive
periods of system voltage.

Table 1. Results obtained by measuring the RMS varue of network voltage

Period
Measured

RMS value
Vonn"

Period
Measured

RMS vaiue
Vpvc

Period
Measured

RMS value
Vonn.

Period
Measured

RMS value
Vonr"

208, 37987 I 208. s8145 2 l 208. 39998 J I 208. <7, A A''

2 208 38481 2 208 58744 22 208, 4008'l J Z 208 54432
208 +zzJz 3 208 50016 23 208 40004 J J 208 50078

A 208 43454 + 208 48988 ', /1 208 + z ) / l 2.4 208 52300
208, 23884 5 208, 48876 25 208 / l  /1aa  1 35 208, 50234

6 208, 34556 6 208 47688 26 208,4s987 Jf) 208 5 i288
"l 208. 44621 1 208, 48756 27 208. 49856 37 208, 49888
8 208, s0003 8 208.43326 28 208, 41632 38 208,5ttr7
9 208. 49987 9 208 43t24 29 208. 49003 39 208 52134
1 0 208. 52r34 20 208.47844 30 208 52315 40 208 52366



Analysis of obtained results shows that the

largest variation during data collection is 0.017o, so

the observed system justifiable be considered

inertial. For this reason the suggested measuring

concept using slow A/D converters enables the

development of very precise instruments.

Further investigation of electric

utilities stability was estabLished in

laboratory fot electroenergy systems on

Faculty of Electrical Engineering Belgrade,

because they poses adequate equipment for

necessary measurements. We take down

shape of net current using current

ffansformef, some as we plan to install on

final instrument. Results of measuring over

special (very precise and accutate) akvtzatton

board we transferred to a PC for further

calculation. We can espy that exits high DC

component by reason of inaccuracy of

akvtzaion board. However, generally we can

cleady see that shape of measured current

signal not alter very much in obser-ved

intewal of the time. The results obtained by

this measuring of current are given in Fig.2.

In order to test accuracy of developed

measuring system, parallel measuring with

extremely precise multimeter HP 3475A, Hewlett

Packard. HP 3457 by yours construction give

results processed on more period of observed net

voltage. This is the reason why we can't divide

results of measurements on only one period as we

can with results obtained using experimental board

with l6-bits ADC. In observed interval of time, this

instrument shows 208,149V as RMS value of net

voltage, and they shoved the same results as in

above table, up to the third decimal. All this gave

us the right to use the suggested measuring concept

at extremely precise reference and laboratory

measuring.

[ , [ [  0 ,0? 0.1]4 [ , [6  [ , IS [ ,1  [
tirne t' fsl

Fig.2: Time diagram of net current,

me asuring using curent transforuner
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In order to satisfied (1) and (2), and after some

mathematical manipulation we can define the

number of harmonics [12], needed for accurate

processing of avetage power according to

suggesteJ algorithm, as well as the number of

ru.pt"t, both of voltage and current, needed to

satisfy equalitY of (1) and (2).

M"asu."*"nts in Yugoslavia electric utilities

during few minutes showed no significant changes

in the value of processed signal. Analyses

described in this paper show that required inertia of

the system could be limited at I minute only'

Presented processing demands can be satisfied

using a great ratrge of low cost microprocessors'
They are also capable of carrying out DFT to detect

harmonic content of an input signal automatically

adjusting the algorithm to the real conditions in

electric utilities.
In above discussion we confirmed stationarity

of the observed system, and finally we approached

to realization of the real instrument' After being

adjusted to measuring range of a converter, both a

voltage and current signals are brought onto the

dual slope AID converter with two channels' The

voltage signal has been adopted over precise

resistance network. The current signal over

accurate current transfotmer has been taken to one

of the inputs of 16-bits dual slope A./D converter' A

special circuit detects passing of the signal through

zero with a comparator, in this way achieving

synchronization of measuring cycle with electric

utility frequency. The microcontroller generates

sampling intervals and based on sampling values of

measured signals is able to perform necessary

calculations. Complete control of measuring

process and all necessary calculations are done by

microcontroller (PIC 16C74). The PiC l6C'14 is

low-cost, high-performance, RISC microcontroller.

Installed keyboard, which is used to set up

measuring range and start of measuring, is not

presented in the Fig. l. This watthourmeter can also

be used for measuring of RMS values of voltage

and current, as well as average and reactive power.

IV CONCLUSION

A new design of a digital measuring system for

measuring basic parameters of electric utilities
(voltage, cuffent, power, energy, and frequency...)
has been described. The proposed algorithm is

suitable for on-line measurements and is

characterized by a low computational burden, in

comparison with described algorithms in [2' 6].

Voltage measurements on the system show that it is

inertial, so the error made when sampling during

several periods (rather than in one period) is below

the value required for class 0.1 insffuments. A dual

slope AID converter meets all price and accuracy

requirements 0f the design of the measuring

system. This gives an opportunity for developing a

measuring system with very simple and cheap

+l [ ,8
F
I

i l  0,4
Lf

H n,r-
I r

0. l l
tAt- : [ , 2
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hardware, contrary to highly sophisticated and
expensive hardware described in [5]. The necessary
synchronization is reached by software
measurements of the frequency of the measured
signal. Algorithm is of an adaptable type and
depends on harmonic content of the input signal
and network frequency (50 or 60Hz). An accuracy
of 0.017o was attained in relation to the measured
output value.
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